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SOSC professors quit program in protest
by Melissa Williams
Two professors have resigned
from teaching the foundation course
Social Sciences 102 because they feel
the course's curriculum is insensitive to "women, minorities, children,
and the working class."
Anthropology ProfessorJulieTaylor and Professor of Sociology Elizabeth Long made the decision in May
to stop teaching the course "with a
great deal of thoughtand reluctance,"
Taylor said. They sent a memo this
week to President Rupp, Provost Neal
Lane, and Dean of the School of Social Sciences Jim Pomerantz, officially
informing them of the decision.
"There was a problem with
attitudes...a climate of feeling that
you're not being taken seriously...a
bureaucratic impasse," Taylor said.
"It took a while to make people think
there's a gender problem, and I'm
not even sure people understand that
now."
Taylor emphasized that the reason for the in sensitivity was "not that
there are a bunch of bad guys in the
course, but because it's almost endemic in our society to be insensitive

to women, minorities, children, and
the working class."
She and Long, who are both tenured professors, decided to resign
from the course rather than try to
make changes in the curriculum because "if we could point out how
drastic the situation was,...it might
point to the urgency for wider and

'[The curriculum is]
insensitive to women,
minorities, children,
and the working class.'
—Julie Taylor
deeper educational [reform]...aneed
for professional educators about sexism, racism, and classism." Both professors will continue to teach other
courses in their respective departments.
"This is one of the things tenure is
for," Taylor said.
Pomerantz said, "There have always been lively discussions about
what will be included" in the course

curriculum. "The division as I saw it
was one of [teaching] methodology;
the two approaches [historical and
contemporary] are almost incompatible. I think what [FVofessors Taylor
and Long] were raising was a legitimate concern."
Pomerantz said he would like to
see two social sciences foundation
courses taught, similar to the humanities program, in order to accommodate the different methodologies,
but that the resources for an additional course currently are not available. Taylor's and Long's arguments
reflect "an on-going tension that exists in all our departments" between
approaches to teaching and to the
social sciences, he said.
Taylor said her decision was not
timed to coincide with the review of
the foundation courses, a scheduled
evaluation that takes place every five
*\%11*
years and is slated for next year. As to
whether the resignation would affect
ir
the evaluation, she said, "I guess it
depends on who's evaluating them.
Lars Lerup will be the school of architecture's next dean. He takes over July 1.
They could think it's irrelevant."
Professor Long declined to comment, saying that the resignatio n was,
at this time, a "matter of discussion
between us and the parties involved."

Speculation about Baker unconfirmed
by Melissa Williams
Rumors that Secretary of State
James A. Baker will come to Rice
when the Bush administration leaves
the White House next month appear
to bejust that—rumors. Sources have
been able to confirm only that many
at Rice would like to have him here.
The Houston Chronicle, Houston
Press, and Newsweek magazine have
in recent issues reported the possibility of Baker's coming to Rice, but
Rice officials say speculation is premature.
Baker, who has long-standing family ties to Rice, is reportedly being

considered by Rice officials for the
positions of president, chair of the
Board of Governors, or member of
the Policy Studies faculty.
"Wee officials will have nothing to
say until after January 20, which is
inauguration day," said Carl
MacDowell, assistant to President
Rupp. Until then, "[Baker is] constrained by what he can do as a member of [Bush's] administration,"
MacDowell said.
"We [Duncan and Rupp] have
been in conversations with him over
time," said current board chair
Charles Duncan. He and Rupp also
visited Baker in Washington, D.C.
last month. "Conversations have been

Presidential search update
Chemistry Professor Rick Smalley has been chosen as the faculty
representative at large to the presidential search committee.
Cathy Clack, director of the Office of Minority Affairs, will be the staff
representative to the committee.
For more information about the search committee members, see*
story, page 7.

totally preliminary," Duncan told the
Chronicle. "But yes, we talk to Mr.
Baker all the time. We'd like to see
him in any sort of involvement with
the university."
"He's a great asset to Rice...[but]
I just can't speculate" as to whether
Baker will choose to come here,
Duncan said.
"Ithinkitalldependson Mr. Baker
at this point," said political science
professor Bob Stein.
"I dont think Mr. Baker has determined what his future employment
plans are," Baker's secretary said.
Baker was not available for comment
Duncan would have to step down
as chair of the Board of Governors
for Baker to take over that position,
but Duncan said he has no plans to
retire soon. "I have been chairman
for 11 years. I'm 66 years old, and
there comesatimewhen Father Time
says it's time to step down. But we're
in the middle of a presidential search
right now, and I think now would be
pernicious," he said.

A Day Without Art
<7

Paul Bunyan's Bouquet, located in front of the Lovett lower commons, was shrouded in black Dec. 1 in
observance of Day Without Art, an international day of action and mourning in response to the AIDS crisis.

Lerup chosen as next dean
of school of architecture

by Amy Jeter
An eight-member search committee of Rice students and administrators has selected Lars Lerup as the
new dean of the school of architecture. Lerup is a professor of architecture at the University of CaliforniaBerkeley.
Professor of Architecture Spencer Parsons, a member of the search
committee, said primary considerations in the selection process were
accomplishments and publications,
personality, energy and drive, and
contacts in the professional world.
Lerup specializes in the design
aspect of architecture, Rice's major
focus, and has an outstanding reputation as an educator, making him an
especially attractive candidate.
"We needed someone who was a
teacher, not just a pure administrator," said Parsons. "Lars has the reputation of a teacher as being very approachable and open, and students
find him comfortable to deal with.
We hope this personality comes along
with him as dean."
Lerup was considered for the position in 1990, but lost out to Paul
Kennon.
Currently on a leave of absence
from Berkeley, Lerup is director of
Sci-Arc, the Swiss branch of the
Southern California Institute of Architecture at Los Angeles. He is responsible for overseeing educational
programming and curriculum at the
Lugano, Switzerland institution.
Lerup's credentials include a civil
engineering
degree
from
Helsingborg Higher Technical College, a bachelor's degree in architecture from Berkeley and a master's
degree in urban design from Harvard
University. He was an assistant professor at Berkeley from 1970-77 and
has been a full professor since 1987.
Lerup plans to continue a private
practice in addition to his duties as
dean.
Lerup said Rice appeals to him
because it is a "leaner, tighter machine" than what he is accustomed to
and because the bureaucracy "works
harder and is more responsible and
organized." Additionally, he said he
is attracted to Texas because he finds
it "strangely familiar" and similar to
the culture of his native Sweden.^
"I hope to be an activist dean, not
tied up in the office all of the time,"

Lerup said. "I believe strongly that a
liberal education in the '90s is all
about facing up to the complexities
our society has. I'd like the students
to be engaged in Houston's problems, to improve on society."
Other concerns oi Lerup are the
isolation that the professional school
may experience with regard to other
academic disciplines on campus and
the inertia of a program left without a
leader for so long.
"I expect students to move a little
faster. I want to increase the energy
level," he said. T h e most important
thing about a school is the students."

1 expect students to
move a little faster. I
want to increase the
energy level.'
—Lars Lerup
When Lerup takes over July l.the
architecture school will have been
without a dean for approximately 16
months. Lerup will also be the third
full dean in the past three years.
Kennon died of a heart attack in January 1990. His replacement, Alan
Balfour, resigned to take a position
with the Architecture Association
School of London. O. Jack Mitchell
served as acting dean of architecture
for two months until he died of a
heart attack in February.
Lerup beat out 60 other candidates to get the position.
For more information about
1/rup, see the interview with him on
page 8.
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Day off an ineffective way to
recognize Martin Luther King's achievements
If the vote, re-vote, and re-vote again rigmarole at the Student
Association meeting last Monday night did not make it clear, w e
reiterate to the Ad Hoc Committee on the Martin Luther King
Day proposal that the students of Rice University are not unified
in support of a university-wide day for King's birthday. Any
attempt at presenting the Senate's 10-9 vote in support of the
proposal as full student body support would be pure chicanery.
It is no wonder there was so much dissent within the Senate;
Monday off would hardly be a celebration of King's birthday and
is logistically a bad idea on a college calender. Why, in the United
States, is a person's greatness noted and measured by a day off?
What naiVe mind doesn't think the majority of the students at
Rice will s e e this date as a long weekend and use it as just that? It
is doubtful anyone out on Galveston Beach or taking a packed car
roadtrip to Austin will b e giving much thought to King.
Thought, remembrance, and a moment of reflection on King's
life and ideas are the goals of the proposal's supporters, but
cancelling classes is a poor method of achieving these. If the
writers of the proposal merely want students to briefly remember
that they have a day off because of King's birthday, the holiday
would do that But if the proposal supporters want anything
more, the holiday is a meager and ineffective measure.
Rice is a community of bright, inquisitive, and sensitive people—
the perfect audience for the Museum of Fine Art's photographic
show on King's life, or a guest speaker on the current status of
King's "dream," or a simple wreath (be it on Willy's statue or not)
in remembrance of the man. Maybe all thr^f. But there is no
purpose for a display or speech to an absent audience. Student,
faculty, and administration support and attendance at these type
of observances would speak far more of Rice's recognition of
King than an additional entry on the academic calender.
The issue at hand is not about respect and support of King's
memory or ideals. The issue is about how well cancelling classes
would, in real terms, recognize a man's life and achievements.
Being in opposition to the day off does not equal lack of support
for King or his ideas. The issue, it becomes clear, is that cancelling Monday classes is merely a token way to celebrate King's
birthday.
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Faculty 'goals' for athletics would unfairly
damage program; report poorly assembled
To the editors,
In the Nov. 20 issueofthe Thresher,
Mike Howell describes me as a vocal
supporter of athletics. Be that as it
may, what provoked my comments at
the faculty meeting was what seemed
to me (1) the poor scholarly quality of
the report, and (2) the possible damage it might do Rice.
My comments will make sense
mainly to someone who has actually
read the report, rather than just
skimmed it The reader willfindthat
there are neither goals for what Rice
should do nor rationale based on those
goals for the actions recommended.
For no clear reason, this committee
chairmanship was assigned to Professor Haskell, who is coincidentally a
long-time vocal critic of athletics. The
grab-bag of recommended actions
(misleadingly labeled "goals") appear
to be Professor Haskell's own personal agenda for sabotaging Rice's
ability to compete in the Southwest
Conference. The apparent hope is that
we will then eventually be forced to
drop out of the conference, but what
we will do afterward is beyond the

Shane A. Speciale
Business Manager
NEWS
Eric Carmichael Editor
Kraettli Epperson Assistant Editor
Haley S. Robertson 5/1
Correspondent
Melissa Williams, Keith C.
Hoffmann, Amy Jeter, Paul Jordan,
Sanjit Ganguli, Chris McKenzie
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culty
ice
vision of the narrow-minded report
(note the repeated value judgments,
"unacceptable," "unpersuasive," etc.)
I am not thrilled with the prospect of a
miserable lingering demise of the program, offered up as "the kind of athletic program that the Rice faculty
would support" (as the chairman so
modestly puts it).
One key "goal" is to raise the admissions "floor" for athletesfromSAT
scores of900 to 1000. It's not apparent
to me that our "academic integrity"
will be intact at 1000 but ruined at 900,
but you can be sure that the desk tops
will be thumped that this will "raise
our standards" (by trivial definition).
Lost in such numerology is the fact
that SAT scores are not IQ tests but
simply indicatorsofacademicachievement up to a certain age, which would
logically be lower for anyone who devoted time to athletics at the necessary expense to the books. The same
..trend has been seen in the music
n&hool, but for some curious reason
the faculty have not been nearly so
excited aboutlower SAT scores there.
Given that the median athletic scores
are 1000 now, it follows that such a

change would halve the available pool
of qualified athletes! Since football is
just managing to be competitive in the
conference, one doesn't have to be a
coach to see that this one change
alone would cut it off at the knees.
(Football isn't the only athletic program, but ifyou listen to the critics you
would think it was.) It is hard to figure

with walk-ons playing St Thomas and
Houston Baptist But in all the years
I've listened to the pros and cons over
playing in the Southwest Conference,
I've never heard a convincing argument one way or the other that this
would be a good idea.
What is the possible damage? How
will it appear to the press to see Fred
Goldsmith
struggle for years
to finally put toIt's not apparent to me that gether a winning
team, and
our 'academic integrity' will be football
have the faculty
intact at 1000 but ruined at self-righteously
rise up and want to
change all the
900, but you can be sure that rules on him
(which weVe had
the desk tops will be thumped for the last three
decades of losing
that this will 'raise our football)? Define
obnoxious. The lostandards/
cal press are no
fools, they understand well the
out what it is that's broken and being unique problems Rice has in balancfixed here given that the University of ing athletic competition with high acaHouston graduates a pitiful 21% of demic standards. How does it appear
athletes while the national average is to the Board of Governors, having
slightly over 50% (Houston Post, morn- already affirmed its intention to coning of the faculty meeting), and Rice is tinue in the conference, to be sent an
insulting set of "goals" from the facaround 90%.
ulty? Define pyrrhic. Somehow I just
In my view, we could rescue our dont see this as translating into kudos
"academic integrity" by requiring ath- for the Rice faculty over having such
letes to satisfy the same entrance re- pretensions. Alumni? Potential doquirements as regular students. That nors?
would get us out of the Southwest
Finally, let me clarify something
Conference by the next Monday at
see Athletics, page 4
the latest And we would save a bundle

Reliance on SAT scores
misleading, 'parochial'
To the editors,
The Thresher (Nov 20) reported the lowest SAT score among the
entering '92 freshmen athletes. However, because that report dealt with
only part of the available information, some erroneous conclusions seem to
have been drawn.
A combined SAT score of 690 would not allow an athlete to receive a
scholarship anywhere in Division I, much lessat Rice. The NCAA, however,
of 19,
combined score in therange of790to 820. This more closely correlates with
his high school GPA of 3.6 and his rank in class (3rd).
Rice's tendency to ignore any standardized test except the SAT is a little
parochial And ignoring>higher ACT scores and presenting lower SAT
scores as "the whole truth" is both unfair to the student-athlete and
misleading to the Rice community.
MarkScheid
Associate Director, Academic Advising
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'New shamanism' threatens core of humanities in higher education
by Ewa M. Thompson
In "The Question of Educational
Work" [1921], Georg Lukacs called
for "penetration of allfieldsof knowledge by the spirit of revolutionary
Marxism...."
In accordance with Lukacs's recommendation, many humanities
courses today reflect the point of view
of academics whom Lukacs called the
"new intellectuals": those who per-

M

ceived as part of a social network rather
than as an entity in himself. This theoretical framework is then imposed
upon the literary and historical texts
of our civilization. Methodology comes
first and the reading of the basic western texts, second.
Lukacs put "method itself at the
center of our educational work." A
report (released Oct 1,1984) of the
Workshop on Interpreting the Humanities sponsored by the
Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship
Foundation at
Princeton appears
to echo Lukacs in
its total concentration on methodology... The report
concludes that:

At issue:

ulticulturalism

"There is a
ceive the traditional philosophical and need to broaden... the humanities by
literary canons as riddled with hidden integrating class, gender, race, and
prejudices and blind spots, who pro- non-Western culture into the curricuclaim that humanistic history is one of lum... Strategies... need to be pursocial and political struggle, and who sued... to teach [students] to be not
posit as the principal thesis of their consumers but creators of knowlteaching and research that humanistic knowlCommon sense and long
edge ultimately
derivesfromsocial
practice have taught us that
and political assumptions... These
one should first teach chronoacademics announce to students
logical history, mainstream
that their epistemological heritage
philosophy, and the masterhas collapsed and
that Heidegger,
pieces of Western literature
Nietzsche, Marx,
Derrida and Rorty
before branching out to other
have arrived to replace it... What filpoints of view.
ters downfromthe
arguments
of
these philosophers... is not a certain dynamism and edge..."
Common sense and long practice
centerlessness (arguablyuseful to contemplate as part of the total human have taught us that one should first
vision of the world), but rather a vul- teach chronological history, maingarized version of their thought that stream philosophy, and the masterman is deprived of an essential nature, pieces of Western literature before
that he is malleable and must be per- branching out to other points of view.

This unwritten agreement is being ate education. While such authorities 1980s. While the science expansion
resolutely attacked by those who pro- condone and support can parents fail was predicated on the belief that "two
mote the "new intellectualism." The to follow suit' They simply demand plus two must always equal four," the
general public often does not see it more humanities courses withoutask- new multiculturalist movement tends
because academic takeovers are cam- ing what kind of vision is being pro- to hold this belief to be a narrow
ouflaged by the abstruse vocabulary moted in them It is assumed that logocentric prejudice of dead Euroof ivory-tower discussions.
there still exists a gentlemen's agree- pean males. University boards oftrustYet at many universities, students ment about what kind of acculturation ees are unwittingly presiding over a
costly expansion
taking humanities
which
is making
courses are corthe American uniralled into a pen
If the leaders of the Workshop on Inter- versity into an esmarked by the
sentially schizoideas of Karl Marx,
preting the Humanities have their way, phrenic instituMartin Heidegger,
tion.
and
Friedrich
Humanities 101 might be designed to
Nietzsche, as well
On part of the
as by the more recampus, reason
alienate students from their culture rather and realism precent and less distinguished subjectivvail. On another
than to deepen their participation in i t
ists: Michel Foupart with increasing volume, the
cault,
Richard
tom-toms of the
Rorty, Stanley Fish.
Prestigious foundations sponsor the such courses provide. But if the lead- new shamanism, irrational and intoldevelopmentof programs which teach ers of the Workshop on Interpreting erant call students to celebrate the
students how to distrust the civiliza- the Humanities have their way, Hu- pre-Socratic chaos which (erronetion to which they, owe both their manities 101 might be designed to ously, I believe) is taken for "divermaterial well-being and their intellec- alienate students from their culture sity."
tual sustenance.
rather than to deepen their participaThese are the same charitable foun- tion in it...
The preceding was reprinted with
dations whose top officials publicly
In many American universities abbreviations from "Saving the Huexpress concern over the decline of there was a rapid expansion in sci- manities."Chronicles of Culture, Vol.
educational standards. At lower lev- ence faculties from 1955 to around 9, No. 4 (April 1985).
els, however, grants are dispensed to 1965. Massive hirings of the "new
sustain ideas which in my opinion intellectuals" have consumed vast Ewa Thompson is a professor of Slavic
have negative value for undergradu- university resources since the early studies at Rice University.

University should see to road
hazard near Shepherd School
daytime - otherwise I might have remembered to avoid this hazard. But I
should not have needed to.
„ There is no excuse - no justification whatsoever - for a school with the
vaunted wealth and prestige of Rice to
have a sand trap in its parking lot
presenting a danger to bicyclists and
motorcyclists and creating a nuisance
for pedestrians. This was inexcusable
two or three years ago, when the Shepherd School was under construction;
it is still more so now.
I hope and expect that prompt
action will be
A very wide area is covered taken
to eliminate
this wholly unnecwith loose sand and gravel, essary hazard. Or,
you won't rewhich results from poor ifmove
it then for
heaven's sake,
drainage. That, in itself, is a barricade itl Since
Rice is not particuconsiderable danger to anyone larly accessible to
the physically dison a two-wheeled vehicle.
abled, it should
not be in the business of creating
more such unfortunates. I hope that I,
my fate. But I wasnt I was leaving a
personally, will not again have to sufrecital at the Shepherd School of Mufer as a result of such negligence.
sic, I was completely sober, I had just
Needless to say, the bill for fixing
started to move away from a stop sign
(and was thus going no more than five whatever damage occurred to me or
or six miles per hour infirstgear), and my motorcycle should rightfully go to
I was, as always, exercising all reason- you.
able caution.
Scott Dewey
However, ordinary due care eviGraduate Student, History
dently was not enough in confronting
the vast inch-thick, sand-and-gravel
pit near the northwest corner of the Editor's note: This letter, originally adShepherd School of Music I had the dressed to the Office of Finance and
misfortune to try to turn across this Administration, was held over for an
menace, and my rear wheel lost trac- issue in the hope that action would be
tion in the loose sand and spun out of taken to correct the situation. Accordcontrol-so I werit down. Regrettably, ing to Dewey, no such action has been
I do not normally go that way in the taken.

To the editors,
On Sunday, Nov. 15, at around 10
p.m., I was riding my motorcycle
through the stadium parking area toward Exit #12. Suddenfy I was on the
pavement with my left shoulder
wrenched and my left knee gashed
open, while the gear-select lever on
my motorcycle was crumpled against
the engine casing.
Now, it would have been one thing
if I had beenridingrecklessly or drunk.
Maybe then I would have deserved
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Abortion beliefs 'deeply subjective'; adoption remains a viable alternative
To the editors,
promise you thatevery single thought worth it in the long run. Forthe anonyUntil now, I have not expressed that the previous author voiced went mous author, it was obviously not
publicly my views on abortion. I am through my head as well. And emo- worth it, but with the words "This is
not a crusader for either side, and so tionally, I doubt that our experiences simply not the case" she assumes that
thought it better to stay out ofthe fray. were very far apart, in as far as mine her feelings are a valid generalization
But now something has been said that lasted, but the fact that our decisions for the feelings of all unwilling mothdrives me to reply, specifically the about pregnancy are basically on op- ers-to-be, hypothesizing exactly as she
anonymous letter to the editors that posite ends of the choice-life spec- implores the pro-lifers not to do in the
appeared in the Nov. 20 issue of the trum simply illustrates one of my very next sentence.
Thresher.
points.
Later on, the author gives as a
The author of that article delivers a
Everyone's belief on this issue is reason for her decision the fact that
very fervent defense for the pro-choice very deeply subjective. Until there are her parents would have been ashamed
camp, and powerfully makes her point scientific data that can isolate conclu- if she'd had a child. The day is past in
thatonly those who must deal with the sively the moment that sentience be- this country when someone needs to
cold, hard facts of
hang her head at
pregnancy can
bearing a child out
make thefinaldeof wedlock. And
Each individual must decide for himself theoretically, if her
cision about its
outcome. While I
parents loved her,
and herself his or her stance on abortion; they
do NOT intend to
would support
belittle her experiher in her time of
America likewise cannot follow other need.
ences and even
agree with her on
the
European countries like a puppy dog. A factAtthatanyherrate,
several points,
parents
there is another
have been
debate over legislating morality is healthy, would
side of this story.
ashamed of a child
The' anonyis hardly avalid reaand quite natural, especially for America. son
mous author has
to decide to
inappropriately
have an abortion. If
dismissed adopanyone has an abortion and keeping the child as options gins, NO ONE CAN PROVE ANY- tion for her parents' sake, she has
equally as valid as abortion. She seems ONE WRONG,even someone having given up herfreedomto choose and
to think that abortion is the only sane gone through the process, and the law simply been a puppet to their expectaalternative for women in our position MUST reflect that
tions.
In her article, the anonymous auwho face unwanted pregnancies, and
The anonymous author also menthat is terribly, terribly misled. I am thor begins with a diatribe on how the tions thefinancialburden. Having a
co mpelled, therefore, to try to balance pro-lifers just don't understand. Per- child generally does not cost more
out what her otherwise well-spoken haps that is the case. But perhaps she than a semester at Rice, a sum which
views have neglected and mistreated. misunderstands them as well.
is usually either covered by insurance
That "flowery feeling of overwhelm- or financed by the hospital It is not
Butfirst,let me tell you about myself, and why I am qualified to answer ing satisfaction and happiness at bring- really the kind of debtthat puts people's
opinions that have such first-hand ing a new life into the world" is prob- lives in "shambles." I admit, however,
knowledge behind them 1 am politi- ably her bitter interpretation of the that I am not personally acquainted
cally pro-choice, but personally very pro-lifer's profound respect for life, in with the author'sfinancialsituation.
strongly pro-life. I have never had an which babies play a key role. They, Supporting a child for twenty-plus
abortion. Nor have 1 ever been preg- and I also, have a hard time under- years is a considerable burden, of
standing when others don't see and course, but it is a p»rt of the responsinant
What is left then? Well, I thought I feel at least a little awe or respect for bility that some are willing to accept
was pregnant once, when I was just the rather amazing process of having and some drop and run awayfrom.No
sixteen. My experience physically was a child. An amazing process that is one can say what is better for the
definitely a pale shadow compared to long and hard (and about as far from woman involved except that woman.
that of the anonymous author, but in happy/shiny/smiky as you can get)
Adoption is also a' solution to these
the weeks that I just didn't know, I for the mother, yes, but for some it's financial troubles. The author in her

comments on that subject says that
she wonders if she would have been
able to give the baby up, and under
what circumstances she would have
consented to adoption.
So rather than answer these questions, the author took the easier way
out (I'm not implying that having an
abortion is easy, it is only easier than
carrying the baby to full term) Or
perhaps she did not wish to submit
her child to "a lifetime feeling of rejection" or "the agonizing question of
who its parents are," so she submitted
it to no life at alL
Here again, she has done what she
asked her opponents not to do - hypothesize about someone's feelings.
She has assumed thather child (which
should inherit a fair amount of intelligence, at least) would not be able to go
through the same reasoning process
that its mother went through and accept the fact that its mother felt that
adoption was the right thing for her to
do at the time.
Or if the child had been left to

pursue its natural parents' identities
on its own, she also assumes that the
question would be "agonizing."There
is no reason to assume this; in my
personal experience it has not been
the case. I also cannot say with absolute surety that the child would not
behave as the anonymous author
claims, but the point is that the anonymous author's presentation of adoption is not quite fair. Adoption remains
a viable alternative to abortion.
In reference to Ms. Branum's article and the anonymous author's reply to it, I could not agree more with
the anonymous author. Choice must
be available both before and after conception, in the event that contraception fails, and until such time that
abortion can be proven to be the murderofasentienthuman being. Women
also must not be held accountable for
failed contraception.
With regard to education, again I
agree completely, sexual education at
an early age, continually reinforced as
see Abortion, page 5

Athletics

ingly approved with the help of the
passive remainder. Since the committees usually do a good job, this system
usually causes little harm. But people
also soon realize that they can almost
never influence anything by attending. Others play Charlie Brown to
Lucy's football, wondering if it is possible for a proposal to be so egregiously stupid that it can actually be
defeated by pointing out the defects.
This one had so many one didn't know
where to start (I've mentioned only
the one recommendation above, much
less the preposterously-worded faculty survey in which half the respondents had not gone to a single athletic
event in the last year, etc.) But the
football always gets jerked at the last
second. Possibly an appropriate simile.

from page 2
about "the faculty." The faculty attendance at most meetings, including the
one in question, is pathetically low,
but understandable. We have NO quorum requirements, so the president
secretary, and one attendee could approve of proposals in the name of the
entire faculty. As it is, 15% constitutes
a fair turnout - hardly a representative group. But newcomers notice after a while that virtually tt^proposal
that is sponsored by a committee (the
normal way changes are introduced)
will be passed by the faculty. What
usually happens is that only a handful
of people are strongly interested in
any given proposal, so you have a few
pointing out flaws, a few defending
(usually the committee members),
and then the proposal is overwhelm-

Curt Michel
Professor, Space Physics
and Astronomy
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If you don't buy a Macintosh computer
now, you could simply explode.
And explosions aside, these bargains are too amazing to pass up.

Macintosh Ilsi 5/80
14" Color Monitor
Extended Keyboard

Macintosh Dei 5/80
14" Color Monitor
Extended Keyboard

Macintosh M 5/230
14" Color Monitor
Extended Keyboard

$1,859.00

$2,337.00

$2,583.00

Also ask about our totally incredible Faculty Smart Solution promotional products.

Only at the Rice Campus Store.
Call x2537 for details.
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Abortion
from page 4
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children grow, is absolutely crucial.
However, what the anonymous author embarks on next is another point of contention. She
states her belief as fact instead of opinion, writing that "[she] realized that what was inside
[her] was not a person." 1 must protest the
implications that she makes here. She implies
that because of her experience, she saw the
"truth" that the fetus is not a person. She apparently defines personhood as a function of the
degree of the organism's human appearance. It
is absolutely ludicrous to define personhood
that way. If we used that definition, it would
conceivably be legal to kill anyone with six
digits, for example, because they didn't look
human enough. Anyone who was particularly
ugly would fear for his life. At this point in our
knowledge of human life, any attempt at defining when a fetus becomes a child must be composed entirely of conjecture. Aperson's decision
as to the personhood of a fetus can only be a
belief, and although the author has a right to
have and express whatever her belief may be,
she has stepped out of line in trying to present it
as fact simply because she felt it first-hand.
Theauthoralso says that she couldnt understand why there was a mass of protesters outside
the clinic, or why America must be concerned
about legislating morality. America is different
from other European countries, like France, she
says; America is behind the times, it's not "cool"
these days to have moral legislation. This comparison is pointless. Each individual must decide for himself or herself his or her stance on
abortion; America likewise cannot follow other
European countries like a puppy dog. A debate
over legislating morality is healthy, and quite
natural, especially for America. Legislating morals is a violation of the fundamental rights of
those who do not ascribe to those morals, but
only through such debate can a compromise be
reached between, for example, the anonymous
author's morals and my own. This whole process is uniquely American, and that is not necessarily a bad thing.
Regarding the pro-life arguments that she
mentions in her article, the anonymous author
and I are in complete accord. Mr. Johnson seems
hopelessly confused on the meaning of "choice."
The author's exposure of a major hole in Mr.
Sellers' argument does not mince words, and
concerning his reference to "the choice to be

' f t K(/

.
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OKAY, BEFORE WE LOOK
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raped," I share her offense as a rape/incest
survivor myself. Mr. Sellers, please do me a
favor and look up the words "choice" and "rape"
in the dictionary; or better yet, talk to a rape
victim and ask her about "choice." No matter
how strongly you feel about protecting the life o f
a fetus, that comparison was totally erroneous
and uncalled-for.
As in the previous author's letter, this brings
me to the subject of abortion after rape, where 1
am again at odds with the anonymous author's
opinion. Whether a baby will increase the pain or
not depends on the woman. For the author, a
baby might have increased the pain, because it
seems that she would always have viewed that
child as only a reminder of her being violated,
and never as a person in its own right Others
have not and would not lock themselves in such
an unproductive mindset For other women it
has been possible to turn the situation around
and love the child of a rape, without trying to
hold it accountable for its father's sin. In addition, the existence of a child as a result of a rape
in no way requires in all cases that the mother
"never completely heaL" Healing, as I am sure
the author knows, is not returning to exactly the
way you were before, but learning to deal with
the pain and growing stronger from the experience. The joy that some find in parenting more
than mends the hurt of being violated; but as I
have said before, each woman mustfindher own
answer. My point is that it is not valid for the
author to assume that what she gathers from her
experience is applicable to all women. Ms.
Branu m is guilty of the same type of assumptio n.
This brings me to the end of the anonymous
author's article. In light of all I have said, here,
her last paragraph is a ridiculous sob story.
There is absolutely no reason for such a scene to
co me to pass; the author would have had choices
other than abortion, even if abortion itself had
been illegal. A year offfromschool would get rid
of any scandalous looks she would have endured on campus; gossips are not nearly so
concerned with an unwed mother today as the
author thinks them to be. It has become too
common an occurrence. If the author had resigned herself to whatever decision she made,
any "pity" sent her way would only be a case of
"[them] imposing [their] ideology on [her] reality." The author seems so intent on defending
abortion that she neglects the other two thirds of
the choice; it isiunfortunate that a potentially
very powerful pro-choice article is so terribly
misleading. I hope that I have been able to put
her arguments in a little less "pro-abortion"
light making them more accurately "pro-choice."
Name withheld by request
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SA Business
The Student Association Senate met Nov. 30 in the Brown commons.
The following items were discussed:
•Alisha Sanders reported that the committee on Martin Luther King
Day had decided unanimously in its last meeting that the day should
be recognized andcelebrated as a holiday, andthat a recommendation
would be sent to President Rupp. The SA, after lengthy debate, voted
to formally support the committee's resolution (see story at right).
•The SA voted to recommend an intramural fee of $10 maximum—
not to include the Wellness Program—with the stipulation that the
SA would be consulted if the fee were to be raised in subsequent
years.
•The Book Co-op will begin collecting books on Dec. 9, and will be
open through the following Tuesday. Also, a work-study position
($5/hr, max. 40 hrs.) in the co-op is still open to students who will
be available to work during winter break.
•The Senate had planned to produce T-shirts for Tuesday's Rice vs.
Michigan basketball game centered around ESPN SportscasterDick
Vitale, but he withdrew from the game, and there was no time to redesign the shirts.
•The Lovett Jammie Jam is this Friday. Wear your pajamas.
Next meeting: Jan. 18 at 10 p.m. at Hanszen college.
—compiled by Haley S. Robertson

RPC Notes
The Rice Program Council met Nov. 29 in the Brown commons. The
following items were discussed:
• The RPC voted to give $200 (in addition to its earlier donation of
$300) to the 100 Days Party for seniors.
•There is still a possibility of extra spaces on the RPC Ski Trip,
depending how many participants don't travel by bus. Students are
reminded that a Reduced Rates Package, excluding bus fare, is
available for those who provide their own transportation. For more
information contact Lauren Rosenblatt or Dawn Reuille.
•Dinner Theater is (tentatively) scheduled for Feb. 19.
• Rondelet will be held at the Ritz Carlton Hotel at Briarwood and San
Felippe. More details to come.
•The Beer-Bike Committee is looking for a Concessions Coordinator.
If interested, contact Cameron McKelvey.
• RPC/Princeton Review Calendars are expected to be distributed to
colleges by Jan. 10.
•Events in planning for next semester include "Studettes" ("Studs"
with two women and three men) and an RPC Dance/Party. More on
this later.
Next meeting: Jan. 18 at 10 p.m. in the Lovett commons.
—compiled by Haley S. Robertson

Rupp to consider establishing MLK holiday
by Haley S. Robertson
The University Ad Hoc Committee on Martin Luther King's Birthday resolved Nov. 20 to recommend
to President Rupp that the day be
observed with an academic and staff
holiday.
If approved by Rupp, the holiday
would be held on the Monday that
usually designates Martin Lather
King Day. According to Committee
Chair Robert Curl, no decisions have
been made as to the logistics of such
a holiday. The holiday would not occur until the 1993-4 academic year at
the earliest.
According to Student Association
Executive Vice President Alisha
Sanders, one of the fundamental arguments for the observance was that
students and staff should be given
the freedom to celebrate the day as
they personally see fit.
Sanders was appointed student
representative to the committee just
prior to the Nov. 20 meeting, along

with Kang Lee of the Graduate Student Association.
Sanders said that the SA Senate
has been concerned for some time
that a university-wide holiday may
not be the best way to recognize the
day. Baker President Mark Vital said
at the Nov. 9 Senate meeting that
some minority students would rather
celebrate King's birthday by attending class, since one of King's goals
was advancement for minorities in
education. Sanders said that the committeediscussed these concerns, but
that the committee agreed that the
best resolution would be to leave the
choice in the hands of the individual.
In defense of the holiday, the committee added that it is important that
Rice make a statement in recognition
of the significance of Martin Luther
King, since many universities of equal
caliber celebrate in a similar way.
Curl said that the two main arguments against the holiday were that
people would not use the time to
contemplate King's works, but would
simply take a long vacation, and that

The most recent winner of the
prestigious Association of Rice
Alumni's Gold Medal for Distinguished Service issued a warning to
alumni after receiving the award regarding what he termed "a battle
going on in the humanities and social
sciences, at Rice and at nearly every
other major university in this country, about certain intellectual issues
that could well determine not only
t he future of our universities, but of
Western Civilization as well."
J. Thomas Eubank, '51, the winner of the Gold Medal, made the
comments on Nov. 7, at the Homecoming '92 convocation.
He added in a Nov. 19 interview
that he felt there was "no doubt" that
the battle at Rice was being fought in
terms of f u n d i n g , "and new
hiring...and promotions...salary increases, tenure, all of those get involved."
Hetold theconvocationthat"[a]n
intellectual cluster called 'post-modernism' is what has ignited the battle,
a cluster that includes deconstructionism, multiculturalism, and
critical legal studies. Some of the
essential notions advanced are that
there is no objective truth, that in
literature the essence is the word as
interpreted by each reader without
reference to the author's meaning...,
that Western civilization is oppressive with respect to gender, race,
culture, and, in the view of some,
worthy of destruction."
In a Nov. 19 interview, Eubank
expanded upon his Nov. 7comments
and went into greater detail about
this battle and the ways in which the
political and ideological issues involved impact on the Rice community.
Eubank noted, "I do believe that it
is accurate to say that there has been
in recent years a significant movement toward post-modernism on the
Rice campus in certain of the humanities and certain of the social

sciences.
When asked if he felt this move to
be harmful, Eubank said "I think that
the allocations have been increasing
for post-modernist activities and that
to a great extent this has been through
the employment of new faculty m e m
bers."
Eubank went on to explain that,
"almost by definition, if you have a
finite budget, such as we have," to
the detriment of work in the more

'If we can impute intent
and motive... then we
can easily conclude
that the motive behind
it all is to destroy
Western Civilization.'

— J.Thomas Eubank
traditional areas. Eubank added,
"New money that has become available in the last years, has been heavily
allocated toward post-modernist activities."
He used the Center for Cultural
Studies as an example. He noted, "I
think that there is a feeling among
many faculty members that the activities of that center are almost confined to those with post-modern
views?...that po^-modernism is the
prevailing view now and thatifyou're
not within the view then you are not
in the loop."
As chair of the Academic Affairs
Committee of the Board of Governors, Eubank "met on occasion with
Dean [ of Humanities Allen ] Matusow
and President Rupp and others
and...had discussions about all this
and some of those faculty people advanced the idea that the canon...was
no longer acceptable and that the
canon had to be done away with."
Eubank defined deconstruct-

SEE HOLIDAY,
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GSA surveys members on health care
by Sanjit Ganguli
The Graduate Student Association is surveying its members to determine their support for health care
for students on campus over the summer. The survey, will "gauge some
definite numbers about some very
important issues," said GSA President Joseph Elias.
Currently, students who remain
on campus during the summer
months must find their own private
doctors. Elias said that these doctors' rates are often exorbitant and
erratic, and the current system is
"inconvenient and unsatisfactory."
"People were getting charged
when they shouldn't have been," he

said.
Elias said the lack of on-campus
health care fosters greater risks of
detrimental illnesses, as students
with poor financial resources are unwilling to see a private doctor until
their condition has worsened.
Abouthalf of Rice's 1400graduate
students typically stay in Houston
during the summer. In addition, about
500 undergraduates usually stay In
Houston during the summer, and
could be affected by the proposal.
The students surveyed were offered two choices of health care. One
option would provide one doctor, one
nurse, and one receptionist for two
days per week. The other would have
the same personnel available three
times a week.
Another aspect the survey will
attempt to assess is the number of
people willing to pay the fee attached
to such a proposal. For example, the
price tag for the three-day option
would be $40-46 per summer, as opposed to the $80 currently paid per
semester.
This figure, however, assumes
that the total graduate student population subscribes to the plan. If a
significant percentage of students do

Alumnus warns of threat to Western Civilization
by Paul Jordan

since Rice d o e s not observe
Washington's or Lincoln's birthdays,
it shouldn't observe Martin Luther
King's birthday. To the former objection, he explained that students,
though free to spend the day as they
wish, will at least recognize the significance of the day. He responded to
the second argument, "President's
Day is a celebration of closed, resolved conflicts; Martin Luther King's
birthday is about race relations in
this country, and that's still an open
wound."
Another concern was how the
holiday would affect the academic
calendar and other vacations. Curl
stressed that although only a suggestion, one possibility would be to
shorten the Spring Break by one day.
The decision will ultimately be up to
the University Council and the Faculty.
Sanders brought the issue before
the SA during its Dec. 1 meeting,
which was attended by numerous
student advocates of the holiday. Af-

ionism and multi-culturalism in his
role as chair of the Academic Affairs
Committee when reporting to the
Board of Governors. He said when
he defined the concepts before the
board, faculty members approved of
his definitions. During the interview,
he recalled t h e s e definitions.
"Deconstructionism... emphasizes
that the (written] word is the most
important thing, that there is no absolute truth, and that the author's
meaning...[when] determined
through sources outside of the work
is irrelevant. Another way of looking
at it is that it is an opportunity...to
rewrite literature and history.... Multiculturalism at the surface...seems to
be only a desire...to emphasize other
cultures.... At that point, I would
say...that there is no sharp distinction between multi-culturalism and
traditional thought..because there
has always been in Western Civilization room to study other cultures...on
a comparative and analytical basis."
Eubank went on to note the danger that "Multiculturalism, whenyou
get deeper into it, is sharply different.... It starts becoming a glorification of other cultures over Western
civilization. If we can impute intent
and motive in accordance with obvious results, then we can easily conclude that the motive behind it all is
to destroy Western Civilization."
When asked if he felt professors
were indoctrinating students with
post-modernism, Eubank responded,
"I can state accurately that it was
fairly difficult to tell the personal beliefs. .. of my professors at Rice. They
taught the courses in such a balanced way...." When asked if he felt
that professors are less objective today, Eubank responded, "that's a
good summation."
Eubank has served on the Board
of Governors and as chair of its Academic Affairs Committee. He was
president of the Board of the Association of Rice Alumni in 1979 and
has served as an adjunct professor in
the Jesse H. Jones Graduate School
of Administration.

show approval for such a proposal,
the program would have to be made
mandatory for everyone. This threshold value has not yet been set, but will
be discussed once the survey results
are attained.
The GSA conducted a survey on
the same subject last year, but the
results were ambiguous. This time
the GSA is working with the political
science department to put out a more
comprehensive survey.
"[The survey] should get more
demographic results and better
weigh the people." said Elias.
H i e questionnaire is in its final
stages of completion. The GSA hopes
to release the questionnaire by Monday.
The GSA plans to have the results
tabulated by late January. It will then
present the results to Dean of Students Sarah Burnett. If there is strong
student support for a health care program, the GSA hopes to see a change
as early as this summer.
This survey, however, is not an
appeal to fill a summer health care
void, according to survey committee
member Kang Lee. "We don't want
to design the survey to get results.
We just want to get information."

Fischer leaving for M.I.T.
by Kraettli Epperson
Changes in the anthropology department, including the departure of
Professor Michael Fischer, should
leave the department still one of the
best in the country, but with some
recruiting ahead.
Fischer, who has been with the
department since 1981, decided to
take a position in Massachusetts InstituteofTechnology'sScience,Technology, and Society program several
weeks ago. He will leave Rice after
this semester.
Associate Professor of anthropology Sharon Traweek confirmed that
she is also considering a program in
the history of science at University of
California at Los Angeles, but has not
yet decided whether she will leave.
George Marcus, chair of the department, feels that the departures
are significant to the future of the
department, but by no means devastating. "This will create large holes in
the department. These people are
not replaceable. Mike came here from
Harvard in 1981. As the department
has developed, he has developed.
You can never replace someone like
that. And Sharon practices a very
distinctive type of anthropology," said
Marcus.
He was, however, hopeful about
the future of the department "It's a
famous department. It won't be hard
to attract people.... This is a great
loss, and possibility. The picture is
definitely not gloomy," he said.
He went on, "We'll get peoplewith

different skills and specialties.... This
will not diminish the stature of the
department if we can do the recruiting successfully."
Marcus explained that in the mideighties, the department began to
take on its present character. "The
potential of the program has changed
from interaction between faculty to
the teaching of a really select group
of graduate students." Marcus noted
that because of this change in the
department, new recruitment offered
the opportunity for "new blood" to
give the graduate students new perspectives on anthropology.
Marcus stated that even though
the department has done well while
maintaining its small size, this very
position is difficult. "The trouble at
Rice is that small departments of great
distinction are extremely fragile entities. Losses can be very disruptive....
We've had a remarkable retention.
This is the first loss of this kind."
He noted, T h e r e ' s an intense
market at the upper levels [of
academia].... Every [professor] has
had calls like this."
For his part, Fischer said that
"This is really a terrific department."
Fischer also stated that journal
collaborations with the Rice Anthropology Department will continuewith
his cooperation.
Associate Professor of anthropology Julie Taylor also felt that the
department would continue to function during the changes. "[Fischer
has] worked hard to create a definition of the department and this will
enable it to work in his absence."
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Meet the members of the Presidential Search Committee
by Keith C. Hoffman
and Chris McKenzie
The committee that will choose a
replacement for President Rupp has
been selected and will hold its first
meeting in a retreat this weekend.
Below are brief profiles of the 12
members.

Faculty

faculty representative. As chair of a
search committee for the dean of
natural sciences and the chairman of
a search committee for provost,
Smalley brings a large amount of
experience with searches to the committee. He stated, however, that a
"[presidential] search is a different
kind of thing."
Smalley emphasized that his desire to serve on the committee
stemmed from a desire to ensure
Rice's progress. "All of us, I think,
would like to see this place prosper,
to become the university that we believe it could become," stated
Smalley. "It would be wonderful if we
got a president who...would not only
lead the faculty to Rice's future as the
major university that it is and has the
prospect of becoming even more of,
but also...would bring out the best in
the alumni and in our sources of
strength for the university."

motivation." Jensen has also been
active as an alumna, working with
groups such as the Friends of
Fondren, the Shepherd School of
Music, and the admission office.
Jensen looks forward to serving Rice
as a member of the Presidential
Search Committee and stated that
"those of us who are alums and potential alums have a lifelong commitment [to Rice]. We have a deep c o m
mitmentto where [Rice] is going and
will go."

Undergraduate Student

Staff
Kathleen Matthews

Kathleen Matthews, chair of the
Biochemistry and Cell Biology Department, has been selected as the
representative of the schools of natural sciences and engineeering. She
brings to the committee experience
with searches at the vice presidential
level. Matthews also brings a strong
sense of commitment to the future of
Rice; she stated, "I think that our
primary concern is the future and the
quality ofthe university and thatthose
will be the criteria we use to judge all
subsequent considerations."
Matthews also felt that the need
for open-mindedness in the search is
crucial. "It's such a complicated issue that is predicated on so many
different values and needs that to
provide a specific profile is counterproductive," Matthews stated. Reg a r d i n g such specific criteria,
Matthews said, "it would be exciting
to find the right person for Rice who
also happened to be a woman or a
minority." She emphasized, however,
that she doesn't "think that we can
setoutwith that as criterion any more
than any of the other criteria that I
think we should uphold."

Steve Hackney

Cathi Clack

Cathi Clack, director of MultiCultural Affairs and the staff member on the search committee, feels
that she represents only "one of the
many voices on campus" but that her
diverse experience with students at
Rice will help the committee's decision. She came to Rice in 1981 as
assistant director of admissions and
served in that capacity for seven
years. She then moved to her present
office, where she serves as director
in her 12th year at Rice. She has
worked with ethnic groups of all types
and for three years was a resident
associate at Sid Richardson College.
She is presently on the Affirmative
Action and Graduate Council Committees. "I rarely turn down a committee when it is offered," she said.

Steve Hackney, a Brown College junior and history major, was
selected to be the undergraduate student representative after interviews
by the Student Association Senate of
28 applicants. He looks forward to
the opportunity to contribute something substantial to the Rice community. "Going to school is in some
ways a self-related experience. You
do papers and lots of things that further your own intellect. But sometimes you don't get a chance to go out
and do things for other people or do
things that will benefit people other
than yourself," explained Hackney.
Hackney also emphasized his concern for Rice's progress. "I'm very
interested in seeing [the university]
progress that final stage up with the
Yales and the Harvards, so that we
can get the national recognition we
deserve," said Hackney. "I feel that
George Rupp has done an excellent
job of promoting the university. I
think that we want to look for a president that is going to continue Rupp's
tradition."

Allen Matusow

Dean of Humanities A l l e n
M a t u s o w , who r e p r e s e n t s the
schools of humanities, social sciences, music, architecture, and administration, also brings experience
with previous searches to the committee. He participated in this year's
search for the current dean of architecture. Matusow, dean for 11 years
and a professor for 30, felt that he
does not bring "anything more than
any other faculty members, which is
considerable experience at Rice, love
of the institution, a fairly extensive
knowledge of how it works, and a
sense of what our faculty would like
to find in a president"

Rick Smalley

Rick Smalley, a chemistry and
physics professor for the past 16
years, was selected as the at-large

Bridget J e n s e n graduated from
Rice in 1953 with a bachelor's degree
in history. Jensen has been active in
the community, serving as the president of Planned Parenthood in Houston in the early '60s and working with
the Houston Metropolitan Ministry.
"I really feel strongly that [social responsibility] should be the ethos of
Rice...Wherever an alum goes, he
give back something,"Jensen stated.
Jensen feels that this social responsibility is one of the ways in
which Rice can move forward. "Social responsibility is an integral part
of what we want to do," Jensen explained, "whether it is in biomedical
engineering or parallel computing,
the job is done better because of that

C. M. H u d s p e t h , trustee emeritus of the Board of Governors, says
he only seeks to put forth a "conscientious effort to get the best president for Rice." He received his
bachelor's degree from Rice in 1940.
For 46 years he has taught as a political science lecturer. Hudspeth served
on the Board of Governors as a trustee
and is now a trustee emeritus. He has
also served on the Councils of Overseers ofthe Jesse H.Jones Graduate
School of Administration and the
Shepherd School of Music. He was a
member of the Presidential Search
Committee that selected Rupp.
P a u l a Mosle, term member of
the Board of Governors, hopes to
"bring some history" to the search
committee. While attending Rice
from 1948-52, she ser/ed as secretary of the Student Association, vice
president of the Women's Council,

Holiday
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ter four failed motions and extensive
discussions, the SA voted to support
the committee's recommendation for
the holiday.
The first measure, to support having class and commemorations without an academic holiday, failed by
one vote. The second measure, to
support the committee's recommendations, failed as well. The third measure was to call for a student body
referendum on the issue. This measure failed as well. The fourth measure, on issuing a statement saying
that the SA was split on the question,
also failed. The fifth vote was again to
approve the recommendations of the
committee. This time Hanszen President Greg Hanson switched his vote
and the measure passed by one vote.
Hanson announced that he switched
his vote in lightof the senate's unwillingness to hold a referendum.
Concerning the controversy in the
Senate surrounding the issue, SA

and president ofthe Literary Society.
She worked at Rice as an "adviser to
women," as she calls it, from 1955-59.
She then moved to Dallas, where she
lives today. She served on the Alumni
Executive Board for two terms before serving as alu mni governor from
1987-91. Last year she was elected to
a four-year term on the board. She
has served on nationwide search c o m
mittees for the heads of other institutions including Hockaday School, one
of the oldest private secondary
schools in Texas.
Evans Atwell, a trustee on the
search committee, says that his long
association with and his love for the
university will be his main assets in
helping accomplish the committee's
goals. He received his bachelor's
degree in history from Rice in 1953.
In the early '80s, he became a m e m
ber of the Board of Governors, and,
five years later became a trustee.
During his tenure, he has served on
the university's Self-Study and Academic Affairs Committees. He says
that his most important role in the
university has been as chair of the
Financial Affairs Committee.
president John Shields said, "Noone's
against observing Martin Luther
King's birthday," but only against
having an academic holiday.
GSA President Joseph Elias felt
that the GSA holds a very different
opinion. He said, T h e r e ' s no precedent for cancelling classes. It would
be better deserved to honor Martin
Luther King by informing people
about today's civil rights movements
with a presidential lecture inviting a
civil rights leader."
Shawn Young, President of the
Black Student Union, also attended
the SA meeting and said that in addition to annual on-campus obser
vances of Martin Luther King Day,
hourly commemorative activities
such as movies, speakers, and concerts would also be held. He said.
"The holiday is a time to celebrate
how far we've come and to recognize
the obstacle of where we need to go.
It's a time to look forward."
The committee hopes to review
the draft of the proposal at its next
meeting on Thursday.

Graduate Student
Eligibility and Admission

RICE UNIVERSITY SUMMER PROGRAM
Of HISPANIC STUDIES

Alumni
B u c k y A l l s h o u s e graduated
from Rice in 1971 as a member of
Wiess College. He served on the
Board of Governors for four years
and is a past president of the Owl
Club. He was a member of the Houston Oilers for nine days, and after
being cut attended law school by
night while working as an academic
counselor for Rice athletes by day.
Like several other committee members, Allshouse has experience with
previous searches, having served on
committees to select a head football
coach and a head basketball coach.
"My interest and concern for Rice
University is that we need as fine a
leadership as we can get to maintain
and improve upon the university,"
Allshouse said. Emphasizing the
"unity of the committee," Allshouse
said the committee has "to keep an
open mind...Thegoal [ofthe search]
is a simplistic one, and that, in my
mind, is to have the best person for
the university."

cluding the Academic Affairs C o m
mittee, the Edgar Odell Lovett Society, and the Associates of Rice University. Anderson believes that he
brings an understanding "of a lot of
the current issues in the university."

Courses are open for credit to Rice students and to

SEVILLE

col leges and universities. Credit m a y also be granted
to high school seniors w i t h strong academic records

June 4-July 14, 1993
Language

and Upper

Graduate

Courses

Division

Courses

Patricia Bixel, the graduate student on the committee, represents
part of what she calls the "generational perspective." Her association
with Rice dates back to 1978, when
she was an undergraduate at Brown
College. During that time, she was
an assistant freshman coordinator
and served on the Pub Board. After
earning her bachelor's degree in the
history of philosophy and political
science, shewentto Duke University
and received her masters degree.
She is now in her second year as a
graduate student in the history department.

Board Members
Kent A n d e r s o n , chair of the
Presidential Search Committee and
a trustee, describes himself as aff<
"optimist" who has supported the policies of President Rupp. Before receiving his bachelor's degree in geology in 1962, he served as the treasurer of the Student Association and
played baseball for Rice. He also was
a member of the Rally Club, wrote for
the Thresher, and edited a now defunct publication called Janis. Since
becoming a member of the Board of
Governors in the mid '80s, he has
chaired a variety of committees, in-

and at least t w o years of Spanish. Courses m a y be

|

a u d i t e d by a n y o n e interested in non-credit study.

j

For a p p l i c a t i o n forms and further information,

j

contact Dr. M a r i a Teresa Leal, Director, Summer

j

Program in Spain, D e p a r t m e n t of Hispanic Studies,

j

Rice University, P.O. Box 1892, Houston, Texas

j

7 7 2 5 1 . A p p l i c a t i o n s received before M a r c h 19,

i

1 9 9 3 w i l l be g i v e n priority. Phone (71 3)285-5451/

Program Fee: $ 2 , 3 9 0

;ia Bixel

j

undergraduate and graduate students from other
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Happy Hour 11AM-7PM daily!
Monday Night is College Night
Si. 00 off all drafts

Live music, darts,
sports, private parties!
1617 Richmond • Houston, TX 77006 •

I
528-3545I

I
I

Fr\., Dec. 4

Mango Chutney

Satv Dec. 5

Mango Chutney

MoriDec.

7

Lime Drive

Tue., Dec. 8 Bob Wicker's Open
Mike Night
WedI, Dec. 9
Thur., Dec. 10

Woodwind Quintet
The Bourbon Street Boys

Fri., Dec. 7 7 Celia's Muse
With this coupon, get
$1.00 off any sandwich during lunch (11 AM - 3 PM)
- or -

$1.00 off any beverage after 7 PM

I
Expires
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Catch Baker Junior JOEL STEIN playbig Ma guitar at the Black Forest
Tavem and Gardens at9p.m.Thim.,
Doc. 10. It's all acoustic, soma
Stein original* and some covers.

ARTS A N D ENTERTAINMENT
BATTV

Fox brings back the Dark Knight—an adult su
BY

j o H N

MARTIN

861-2968.
Forget the Gorilla Girts. The "beautiful,
glamorous and caring" Glamour Gbts
(aJt.a. Wiees senior JEN MCKAY and
grad

LAURA MEYERS)

*92

are Just waiting to

talk to you on the DivereeWorke
PhoneWorics line. Take 1 0 minutes of
your pop culture time at 228-2882.
The Da Camera Society presents Regarding Columbus, an evening of music
about the man himself. C. CuRns-SMrm's
"Christopher the Christ-Bearer" wM premiere. Also, Spanish guitar music by Lws
DE MILAN, FERNANDO S o n a n d MANUEL OC
FALLA

will be performed. Rice professors

BRIAN CONNELLY a n d PAUL ELLISON WHI b e

featured on piano and doubiebass, respectively. Culien Theater at Wortham
Center. 8 p.m. Half-price tlckete for
students. 824-5050.

Grandma Duck ht Dead, the latest Curtain* presentation, opens tonight and
will run through Jan. 9.

LARRY SHUE,

au-

thor of the fowl comedy, also wrote the
popular favorites The Nerd and The Foreigner.. $10. 8 p.m. 862-4548.
If you've enjoyed Italian film director/
cultural icon PIER PAOLO PASOUNI'S films at
the Media Center this month, don't miss
the finale at the MFA. Tonight, see The
Decameron (1S70-71) at 8 p.m. and The
Canterbury Tale* (1971-72) at 10
p.m. Tomorrow, MFA will show
Sab or the 120 Day* of Sodom
at 7:30 p.m. $3. 1 8 & up.
639-7515.
Noise for Toys: area
musicians, Including
NOD favorite EZRA CHARLES, will perform a musical benefit in conjunction with the Toys
for Tots program at McGofrigeTs Mucky
Duck. Dec. 8 , 7 p.m., 528-5999. Admission: a toy.
No, you can't carry moonbeams home In
a Jar, but perhaps In a cup at the new
Moonbeams Coffeehouse behind Star
Pizza in the Heights.
Upcoming concerts:
It's Trenchmouthl the band which sets
KTOU DJs to shrieking with pleasure.
With Laughing Hyenas and Royal Trucks
at Emo's Sat., Dec. 5. 523-8503.
10,000 Maniacs at the Tower, with the
Wallflowers. Sun., Dec. 6.629-3700.
Monks of Doom: three Camper Van
Beethoven alumns and one former
Ophelias member comprise this "great,
great guitar band." Dec. 11, Emo's,
523-8503.
Mud honey, the ultimate (dare we say
it?) Seattle band, with Eugenius and
Supersuckers, Sat., Dec. 12. At the
Vatican.
Ministry and Helmet, the new alternative darlings: Dec. 14, Sam Houston
CoNseum, 8 p.m., $ 2 0 . 6 2 9 4 7 0 0 .

For those of you workaholics who actually
have something to do at 4:30 in the afternoon,
you may not be aware of Fox's most recent effort
to appeal to the slightly more mature members of
its "Kid's Club". If you'll recall, Fox's 'Tiny
Toons" gathered quite a following around the
campus (or at least in the cozy commons of Sid
Rich) with its debut two years ago. It's newest
creation promises to be equally, if not more,
popular.
I am, of course, referring to Batman: The

This original Batman (for
those of you who are
not Bat-historians) was a
darker figure than we
are used to. His mission
was not merely to stop
criminals, but to terrify
them. In the early days,
the Batman was not
even above the use of
firearms.
Animated Series. Unlike previous attempts 10
bring the Dark Knight to television, this series
actually maintains some respect for the original
Bob Kane creation. Divested of the 1960s camp
and the high-tech Hollywood glitter of the recent
Batman movies, the series reuirns to the more
serious and psychologically complex hero who
appeared in 1939 in the pages of Detective
Comics.
This original Batman (for those of you who
are not Bat-historians) was a more dark, brooding
mysterious figure than we are used to seeing
in the popular adaptations.
He was driven by rage, guilt
and an almost pathological
sense of vengeance.
His mission was not
merely to stop criminals, but
to terrify them. In the early
days, the Batman was not
even above the use of
firearms. Needless to say, his
character has been toned
down a bit since then. Later
versions have emphasized his skills as a
detective, his highly honed fighting abilities and
his genius as an inventor. These have combined
with his psychological conflicts and his powerful
sense of justice and decency to create one of the
most enduring figures in comic-book history and,
one may claim, in popular culture in general.
The new series, while not offering the kind of
gutsy realism and complexity of recent graphic
novels (it is made for kids, after all), does do
more than any other television version to reclaim
the classic Dark Knight.
The artwork, while not complicated, is
reminiscent of Bob Kane's original '30s and '40s
comic art, with its dark shadows, sharp angles,
and almost surreal effects. Similarly, the writing
tends to emphasize Batman's skills and intelligence over his use of "silly gimmicks and tricky
doodads." Recent episodes have consisted of a
great deal of investigation and conversation
before the climactic fight-scenes, which
themselves are some of the best that I've seen in
an animated show.
The show also explores the characters on a
psychological level that I've never encountered
in a children's cartoon. A memorable example is
the two part origin of the Two-Face character. In
what is actually an improvement over the comicbook version, the writers of the series theorized
that the villain's psychosis was not merely the
result of his scarring at the hands of criminals but
was a deep-seated childhood trauma that
manifested itself in the form of a split personality. As a student of psychology, I was thrilled.
Further applause must go to the characterization of Alfred, the prim, proper and absolutely
hilarious butler of Bruce Wayne. His witty and
good-natured teasing of the overly serious
Batman provides just the right amount of
contrast Finally, I must mention that the show

Faced with a brooding Batman, Fox has added the Boy Wonder to lighten the mood.

boasts an impressive cast of voices for its
supporting characters. While Batman himself is
an unknown (Kevin Conroy), the celebrity voices
include Efrem Zimbalist, Jr., Melissa GilbertBrinkman, Mark Hamill, Adrienne Barbeau,
Richard Moll, Roddy McDowell, Helen Slater,
Michael York, Ron Pearlman, Ed Asner and
many others. I'll let you figure out which voice
belongs to which character.
If any criticism must be made (and a true
critic must), the obvious target would be that the
show may be a little too dark for the majority of
its viewers. I'm not sure how fully an eight- or
10-year-old would understand the psychology of
some of these villains. The show does not take
great pains to spell out any sort of resolution of
the problems that both Batman and his enemies
encounter. One episode ended with a rather
morbid reading of William Blake's "Tyger,
Tyger" as the hero/villain went off to live alone
on an island.
While a more mature audience may find

something useful in a tragic ending, younger
viewers probably just feel disturbed by it.
Perhaps as a response to this criticism the writers
have recently added the character of Robin.
While I understand the decision, I can't help but
feel a little disappointed that we must resort to
the bratty Boy Blunder to lighten the mood.
There is a reason why the comic buyers voted a
few years ago to have the brat written out of the
Batman series. He's annoying, childish and only
serves to make the serious character of Batman
seem silly.
Anyway, whatever your opinion of the
show's daikness or of Robin, its worth checking
out. Also, for anyone interested in the history of
the Batman, I would recommend Tales of the
Dark Knight: Batmans First Fifty Years by Mark
Cotta Vaz, published by Ballantine Books and
available at most comic shops.
BATMAN:THE ANIMATED SERIES
MON.-FRI., 4 : 3 0 P.M.

Fox, CH. 26.

HIGH NOON FOR ARCHIS

New dean plans swift, positive changes
BY

ERIC

STOTTS

Lars Larup has just been chosen as the new
dean of the School of Architecture. This indepth
look into the ideas behind the man was obtained
via a (costly) phone interview to Lamp's current
home in Switzerland. Despite the crying of the
dean-to-be's four-year-old son in the background,
the interview was clear and insightful. Larup
addresses an increased workload for students, the
city of Houston, and the problem of minority
recruitment (currently, the school has no black
students or faculty) For more information on
Larup, see the news story on page one.
Larup: You know architectural education at
this time, after a kind of, maybe 10 or 15 years of
extreme orientation towards formalism and the
private kind of orientation of architecture, needs
to address somewhat different issues in the '90s.
And it's not uninteresting and coincidental that
Clinton's talk about a concern for infrastructure,
and I take that to mean, in more general terms,
maybe not just roads and transportation systems
but actually an infrastructure in a much more
general sense of the public end of things, in that
our cities have deteriorated to such a degree that,

"We need to address
issues that have more
wide ranging concerns
than kind of aggrandizing personal wealth or
corporate wealth/'
we really need to—if we are interested in making
them survive—we really have to address the city
in a much more vigorous way.
And I think that the way that trickles down
into an architecture curriculum is that we might
have to concentrate more on the programs we
write for studios. They have in the past been
rather lightweight...you know , there have been
too many artist studios designed in architecture
school for too long. It needs to really address the
city and also aspects of the city, including the
suburban house, by the way, which is something
that, interestingly enough, is kind of left out
because it is too mundane. We need to address
SEE NEW DEAN, PACE 1 3
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Spike Lees joint discredits Maloolm/MLK dichotomy
BY

TONY

CHEN

"People are always speculating; why am I as
I am? To understand that of any person, his
whole life, from birth, must be reviewed. All our
experiences fuse into our personalities. Everything that ever happened to us is an ingredient."
—Malcolm X, quoted in Malcolm X Speaks.
A little more than two years ago, on the heels
of the controversy created by his allegedly antiSemitic Jungle Fever, Spike Lee took over a film
on Malcolm X from director Norman Jewison.
He took over the film because Jewison was
white.
Any film striving to capture the essence of

The film sets the record
straight. "The white
man is the devil/'
Malcolm used to say.
Later, when he recanted
this view, scarcely a soul
in the country wanted
to listen or remember.
Malcolm X, Lee argued, must necessarily be
directed by a black filmmaker—lest black
America forget the injunctions of black nationalism that Malcolm so vociferously promulgated to
his dying day. Warner Brothers, the studio
handling the film, obviously agreed.
Two years and $33 million later, after
suffering from numerous delays, the film has
finally made an auspicious debut, as much a
result of commercial savvy and media manipulation as a result of the customary hoopla and
fanfare produced by any Spike Lee "joint," as he
refers to his films.
Malcolm X does not disappoint
Nor does it fail to review the "whole life" of
Malcolm X, seeking out the "ingredients" and
"experiences [that] fuse into" his personality.
Indeed, the film depicts the life of the slain civil
rights leader as described by Malcolm in his
autobiography, which was written in collaboration with Alex Haley, author of the critically
acclaimed Roots saga.
The Autobiography of Malcolm X itself
stands alone as a powerful reminder of the
pervasiveness and destructiveness of American
racism, but the film in no way detracts from the
message of the book, encapsulating its contents
into a three-hour-and-21-minute epic production.
Lee intended the film to faithfully translate
the autobiography into the visual medium,
recreating on the silver screen the eloquent drama
of Malcolm's life. To that extent, he succeeds
swimmingly.
Accurate on historical details and consistent
with the storyline in the book, Malcolm X traces
the remarkable progress of Malcolm's life—from
the child of a Garveyite preacher, to valedictorian
of his middle school, to a disenchanted hustler on
the streets of Detroit, to a prisoner at Charleston
state penitentiary, to the earnest and humble pupil
of Elijah Muhammad, to the National Representative of the Nation of Islam, and finally, to an
enlightened, independent leader of the civil rights
movement.
The performances by Denzel Washington
(Malcolm X), Angela Basset (Betty Shabazz,
Malcolm's only wife), and A1 Freeman Jr. (Elijah
Muhammad) are exceptional. Each performs
brilliantly, with competent direction by Lee.
Especially noteworthy is the performance by
Washington, who embodies perfectly "the brave,
black, ironic gallantry...the shocking zing of fireand-be-damned-to-you" so much admired by
Ossie Davis. Davis eulogized Malcolm at his
funeral in February 1965.
Noteworthy, too, is the performance of Lee as
an actor. Unlike his previous films, he demonstrates a restraint befitting his magnum opus.
Rather than stealing the show, as he has done in
the past, Lee restricts his role in the film to the
part of Shorty, an acquaintance of Malcolm in his
days as a bookie in Detroit.
Lee also restrains his tendency—evident in
past films—to set a social agenda, and instead
allows Malcolm X to speak for itself. That the
film adaptation of the autobiography still retains
a keen relevance after nearly 20 years testifies

both to the extraordinary vision of the black
leader as well as the disappointing stall in racial
progress since his assassination.
The only complaints that can be made are that
the movie dwells excessively on the seedy parts
of Malcolm's life, and that the transition to the
final sequence of scenes is too abrupt and heavyhanded. Otherwise, Malcolm X is an eminently
enjoyable film.
Yet the film can be lauded beyond the
aesthetic, for there are "redeeming social
qualities" that would please even Tipper Gore.
Foremost, the film sets the record straight
"The white man is the devil," Malcolm used to
say when he was a part of the Nation of Islam.
Later, when he recanted this view, scarcely a soul
in the country wanted to listen or remember.
Indeed, seldom have the history books so
eagerly ignored history than in the case of
Malcolm X.
Set into diametric opposition to the revered
godfather of the civil rights movement, Malcolm
X has ironically languished in the history books,
serving only as a character foil to Martin Luther
King Jr. To historians and journalists alike, King
represented a move towards the pursuit of our
hallowed national ideals, the cherished revolutionary principles from which we fatuously
departed for over 200 years.
By way of contrast, Malcolm represented the
darker, angrier, more insidious backlash of a race
historically denied access to those same
principles. King exemplified prudence, Malcolm
rashness. King preached love, Malcolm hate.
Thus defined in the historical mind, the two
leaders have become legendary adversaries in
what professor Peter Goldman has called "a
[seemingly] great Manichaean contest the forces
of light against the forces of darkness, with the
course of future black protest at stake."
Malcolm X dispels the false dichotomy

between Martin and Malcolm, rendering
incomplete all previous histories which have
subscribed to that principle of organization.
Rather, the film elects to illuminate in painful
detail the life of a man—his passion for justice,
his sacrifices for the cause, his love for his
family, the evolution of his philosophies, and
even his flaws (Malcolm was sexist and the film
contains scenes in which his sexism is readily
apparent).
Moreover, the film capably articulates the
rage and anger to which Malcolm gave a voice; it
clearly enunciates the fierce black pride that
constituted such a central element of Malcolm's
personal identity. In such a fashion, Lee has
transcended the canon of interpretation that has
infected history for decades.
Unfortunately, the release of a film with such
trenchant historical and present-day insight
bombards a new generation of Americans with a
ready-made hero waiting to be venerated at the
level of a JFK. Already a pop culture icon,
Malcolm X is now a marketing juggernaut.
Though people now know enough about the
leader not to ask "Malcolm Ten? I haven't even
seen One through Nine yet!" they may instead
choose to deify him, denying the possibility that
such a leader could ever arise again, and that
racial progress on the order accomplished by
Malcolm in the '60s can ever be effected again.
Anticipating such a possibility, Lee adds a
preemptive sequence of contemporary scenes at
the end—his only departure from the text. These
scenes intimate that Malcolm's legacy can be
translated into present-day action.
On the whole, however, Malcolm X rocks.
From the riveting opening imagery, to a
triumphant cameo of a living African leader in
the closing scene, the film carries the viewer on
an epic journey rivaled in recent years only by
Gandhi.

Christie's Witness for the Prosecution and Alfred Hitchcock's Stage
Fright. 7:30 and 9:35 p.m.
(MXDOD Sd"? ORCHESTRA AND CHORAIX cowcorn the two groups Join together under
the direction of Larry Rachleff for an
evening of Ravel and DvOrdk. 8 p.m.
Stude Concert Hall. Free.

RICE CINEMA: Two films

SAT

Agulrre, Wrath of God, for which Herzog
made threats on the actors' lives to
complete, and FHzcarraldo, which may
go out of distribution in the U.S. soon.
7:30 and 9:15 p.m.
LAST DAY to see Stephen Scheer's Recent

Color Photographs, a show of large format double exposures, at the Rice Media Center.

RICE CINEMA:
S U N

JENNY

S A L O M O N

worked extensively with Rachleff. Since
Rachleff s arrival, Leidal said, the symphony has
found a new sense of continuity and, not to sound
like a football coach, a commitment to excellence. "Before he came, every concert was
directed by a different conductor," Leidal said.
"It'd be like having a different prof every week.
Even if the profs are really good, you need to
have someone who know the players, what
they're good at and what they're not"
Leidal conceded that having any conductor
stay for an extended period would fill that need,
but he continued to say Rachleff goes far beyond
just be a stabilizing force for students.
"Larry demands a lot of respect from students
because he's so dedicated," Leidal said. "He's a
perfectionist but he doesn't lose sight of the
students' limitations."

Toting conducting accolades and boundless
energy, Larry Rachleff came to the Shepherd
School of Music two years ago to conduct its
symphony orchestra. His credentials included
two years at the University of Southern California, three at Oberlin, a stint at his alma mater
University of Michigan, and early teaching
opportunities at the University of Texas at
Arlington and the University of Connecticut
One of the country's top conductors, Rachleff
has opted to share his talents on campus instead
of in the world's great concert halls.
"I made a decision to spend my life in a music
school because I find that to be gratifying in a
different way than conducting professionals,
which is also gratifying," Rachleff said.
Though his major commitment is to the
SEE RACHLEFF, PACE 1 2
Shepherd School students,
Rachleff has often guest
conducted, including many years
of working with the National
Youth Orchestra at the art school
Interlochen and the Tanglewood
workshop—both highly regarded—in the summers.
Rachleff said it's exciting to be
around high school students who
are having their first bloom as
musicians. When it comes to
recruiting these lasses and lads
for Rice, he takes a subtle
approach.
"I try to do a good job
wherever I go, whether it's youth
orchestras or professional
orchestras," Rachleff said. "I
guess the best kind of recruiting
you can do is good work and
hope people it will like it"
And hope is all he said he can
bank on.
"You know, you have so little
control over whether people will
like it or not"
But people, especially
students, like Rachleff. In his role
as Shepherd School student
council president and in the
recital hall, Sid Richardson senior
and voice major Erik Leidal has
Rachleff Conducts the orchestra concert tonight at 8 p.m.

ic

Italian director Pier

Paolo Pasolini's classic The Ara-

bian Nights. It's racy, rich and full of
romance. 7:30 p.m.
COFFEEHOUSE:

The Nightowte. A cappeila.

©[17

COFFEEHOUSE:

They've reached the terrible

TOP BATON

BY

by director

Werner Herzog and Klaus Klnskl:

MON

Shepherd conductor has "aura of perfection"

Dietrich eerles: Agatha

twos, toddlerdom—call it what you like
but It's the Coffehouse's second birthday party! Bring a buck for cover and
patty to the sounds of Paul DeFatta.
Buffet included.

C B S ? CHRISTMAS MUSIC:
T U E

Join the Shepherd School for

Houston's 13th annual Messiah SingAlong, at 8 p.m. in the Stude Concert
HaD. Student vocal soloists and the
Shepherd School Symphony Orchestra
will be featured in George Fried rich
Handel's traditional holiday production.
Thomas Jaber, conductor, free.
COFFEEHOUSE:

RPC study break. Rumor

has It there'll be free coffee and cookies
for aH. Oooh, It's better than college
coffeehouse nights. Also, Leslie Holmes,
Wendy MacGahee and friends will perform.

COFFEEHOUSE:

Joel Stein. Acoustic

W E D guitar.

LAST DAY
s A T

to see Twentieth Cerv

tury Folk Art at Sewall Gallery.

Wanted: one Danny Zucco, a few Pink
Ladles and other random punks for
Wiess' spring production of Grease.
Auditions wIN be Jan. 12 and 13 in the
Wless commons at 7 p.m., so start
practicing by the fire qt home. Anyone
interested in tech work should call director Amy Mellor at 630-8872.
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Work in

WES

Underground Tunnels
BY

M I C H A E L

M E Y E R S

Timothy emerged into this story
after having passed up 47 others. He
entered the lobby and headed towards
the rows of doors with 1,000 other
business people.
"Excuse me," someone said, and
Timothy turned.
"Excuse me but didn't I meet you
at the gallery opening of Francisco
Vega's Works From Oslol Or maybe
at the party afterwards at Olga
Straussenheimer's, you know, the
cinematographer, at her party at that
lovely house of hers in Garden
Square? Yes because I remember your
hair. At Olga's I'm sure of it. God,
you're looking good! Greg, isn't it?"
"No, it's Timothy. Actually. I
was, of course, at the Strassenheimer's
party for that Vega fellow last year,
but I'm afraid I don't remember you.
At all. I'm sorry."
"No don't be. Ashley Bennett. God
can you believe we met like this? I bet
you thought you'd never see me again.
Wow, huh? And downtown like this I
never see people I know. Do you work
in this building?"
"Yeah—I work at Mayor Day up
on 48."
"Big Firm."
"That's what they tell me."
"Naughty Joke, Tim! I'm up on 95
now with Peete Marwicke. Again.
Remember how crushed I was that
night at Olga's! I had just quit after six
whole months with Peete because
some mailroom boy had touched my
rear end and the sight of him every day
after that just horrified me so I tried to
sue and couldn't so I quit."
"Why couldn't you sue?"
"No case, Tim. The kid would've
seduced the jury—sick mother,
Olympic goddamn fencer. And Tim,"
she whispered, "he was a Negro. You
know how that goes."
"Fencing huh? I used to fence..."
"Really? Yes, and so I'm back at
Peete Marwicke. Thank god thai little
imp is gone, probably dead somewhere. But I'm consulting again in
foreign interests. Go Chile, Tim. Chile
is red hot right now. Give me a
million, Tim, and I can double it in an
hour."
"One hour?"
"One hour, Tim. One hour, but it's
Five and I'm off work so no shop talk.
Are you headed down to the garage?"
"Actually I was going across the
street to catch the bus.""
"The bus? Well I guess the
suburban ones aren't that b a d . . . "
"No quite nice actually. And I
refuse to drive in rush-hour traffic."
"God, 1 know, the driving makes
me crazy Tim. I just knash my teeth
and I clench my fists like this, just like
this look Tim and. ..Tim, look here—
look at these marks from my fingernails because 1 got so frustrated and
stressed I just punctured my palm

r*

there! Isn't that bad? I'm joining a
group for iL But no, Tim, let me drive
you home because I just got a
new...God I forget the name,
something Japanese, you know, but I
love the car and the company really
calms me down. Not the car company—I mean you if you come.
Anyway where do you live?"
"Actually I live in Garden Square,
right down the street from the
Straussenheimers."
"Oh that's so perfect because I was
going to stop by Olga's for tea and
horoscopes. Great!"
They headed into the underground
tunnel system that connects all of the
garages and skyscrapers downtown.
Timothy watched secretaries as Ashley
chattered. Finally, he said "I'm sorry
for interrupting, but you know I do? I

"Do you like this
bra Tim? As much
as you want me
to, Tim, I'm not
going to take the
bra off. No." She
scratches her
armpit with the
Berretta.
do remember you."
"You do?"
"I do. You were with your blonde
friend with the large breasts. I
remember telling you that you wore
too much hairspray."
"God, I know. I had no sense."
"Yes, but the hair now, straight like
that. It looks good on you."
"Oh Thanks! I saw this model in
Elle and I ripped out the picture and
took it to my hairdresser and said "just
like this!" and this is how I turned out.
I like iL Oh! Here, through this door."
"I've never been this way before. I
always assumed all of these doors
were only closets."
"You men think you know fucking
everything, don't you?"
"Excuse me?"
"Oh you know I'm just kidding.
Here, through here. These tunnels are
such a maze, it took me forever to
figure them out! Turn left I know it
seems deserted but through one more
door and we're at the garage."
"If we're lost, it's no big deal—I
mean we could turn around and I'm
sure I could find our way back."
"Didn't I just tell you I know the
goddamn way? You're just like I
remembered you, Tim, from that party
when I was so down from getting fired
from Peete. Sometimes you can be so
insensitive. Turn right and through that
door. Oh, it's locked? I have a key.

STUDENTS ARE
WELL evctaoveet

Hold on."
She opens the door and quickly
pushes him into the room. He hears the
door close and deadbolts lock. The
fluorescent lights flicker on.
"What the hell is this?"
"This is my room Tim, I live here.
Have a seaL In my big brown wooden
rocking chair. Tim! Will you SIT
PLEASE!" (Click Bang!)
Down here a gunshot really echoes
thinks Tim as he grabs his left calf.
"Don't push me Ashley, I am
having bad day."
"God I love this gun. It's a
Berretta, Tim. Little and black like that
mailroom boy who grabbed my ass.
Watch me kiss it Tim. Kiss Kiss Kiss.
Do you like that? Does that get you
excited? Tim are you going to sit
because I'm perfectly willing to shoot
the other calf?"
Tim attempts to lunge at her.
"Oh greaL you're getting aggressive," says Ashley as she scampers
behind the couch. "Where did I put my
baseball bat—I'm always leaving it in
the most ridiculous places. There it is,
in the umbrella stand, Tim, and I
definitely get there before you."
"Why don't you just shoot me
again? Just a coward, aren't you?"
"Oh that won't work with me Tim
- 1 can't be provoked." Ashley grabs
the bat and winds up. " But it looks
like you're a bit hyper today, so I'm
taking it upon myself to CALM" she
clubs his left knee "you down."
"Oh quit howling for Christ's sake
and let me help you into the rocking
chair. It was my grandmother's you
know—all of this stuff was my
grandmother's. There, now sit down
and stay while I get some rope."
All of this old shit is pretty nice,
thinks T i m I wonder if it will be
worth anything when I sue the shit out
of her for this.
"No rope, Tim. I thought about
using my panty hose but I just bought
new ones. God I hate hose! So I'm just
going to cover you with the Berretta
Tim so you don't try anything. Tim, I
am going to take off my shin Watch
me take it off. Do you like this bra
Tim? As much as you want me to,
Tim, I'm not going to take the bra off.
No." She scratches her armpit with the
Berretta.
"Do you hear that Tim? It's the
printing presses of the newspaper.
We're right underneath the Chronicle
building. Thump-thump, Thumpthump. ..So many papers! The sound
makes the adrenalin flow, Tim. I have
trouble sleeping. Do you know what
it's like to stay up all night, Tim? And
never sleep? It's so horrible Tim."
"Yes I've stayed up all night.
Everybody has."
"Yeah, you. Screwing your
countless whores who sponge all your
dirty legal money off you." She walks
behind him and clubs him in the lower
back with the butt of her gun. "Now

T-SHIRTS
AND
BUMPER
STICKERS
St
* ' 3 Ze!

Send $12.95 for t-shirts (plus $1 S&H) and
$5.00 for bumper stickers (plus $.35 S&H)
to: Above-The-Belt, 5615 Morningside Dr.,
Box 324, Houston, Texas 77005
(A Rice student owned company)

PAID
INTERNSHIP
STUDENT MARKETING MANAGER
Outgoing, sales oriented student needed
lor marketing/promotion position.
Learn management skills and marketing
strategies while implementing
on-campus promotions.
pay.
romotions. Excellent
Excel!
Flexible hours. All work on campus.
AMERICAN PASSAGE MEDIA CORPORATION
215 Wesl Harrison
Seattle, WA 98119-4107
For more information.
call the Event Marketing department today
(800) 359-6676 *4156

T
"Otto"

Untitled

Brian Knowles

Julianne Gearhart

Because this is the last issue of the semester, we decided to do a whole page of
works from three different classes. Unfortunately, we haven't covered all the
classes we'd like to, but this feature will continue next semester. Never fear! This
week's Work In Progress comes from several different classes. The top piece, by
a Jones junior, is from Karin Broker's basic drawing class. The bottom piece is
by a Baker freshman, from George Smith's basic drawing class. The short story
is by a Wiess junior in Max Apple's creative writing class.
you'll be pissing blood for days."
"What are you doing you crazy
bitch? You've shot me, you broke my
fucking knee, you hit me in the
fucking kidney! I've had enough!
Damn!" Tim yells, instantly thinking:
I shouldn't have said that—that's
provocation and the defense can bring
it up against me. Careful Tim.
"Please shut up Tim. God I wish I
could tie up your hands.. .1 know! I'll
just cut off some hair. I've been
growing this for years Tim. You don't
deserve to get tied up with my hair.
Scissors...God these are so dull—I
haven't sharpened them in forever. Do
you ever sharpen your scissors Tim?
It's just one of those things you never
think to do. God this is hard to knot.
And don't think I don't still have you
covered because I do."
Tim notices Ashley's shapely
knees as she ties up his hands.
"I'm not sure this knot will hold
Tim and I'm getting sick of carrying
this gun around all day. I know Tim.
I'll just spray it with my Alberto V05
Mega-hold spray Tim. I saved the
bottle from that night, Tim. It has
stood in front of my mirror and
haunted me all year. Ugly goddamn
bottle. Here, it'll feel cold on your
hands. And I know the mega-hold
won't let me down."
"Ow!"
"Oh did I nick you with these
scissors? Great, you're bleeding.
Blood is so boring. Do you know what
I like, Tim? Lymph! I'm a
lymphomaniac, Tim. That's the clear
fluid. Let me squeeze this cut. Ah!
Look, there's some! Cigar, just like
water. Here, I'll put it on your cheeks.
Lymph lymph lymph! I like just

saying i t . . .Do you know why I
brought you down here, Tim?"
"Therapist not doing his job?"
"God why do you assume all
professional people are men, you
asshole? And, NO, that's not it Do
you really want to know?
Tim...Tim...it's because of the
hairspray remark. I know this sounds
stupid and petty, but it*was right in
front of everybody. Right in front of
everybody you humiliate me. you
mocked my hair when I was down,
Tim. That's unforgivable. I...Tim? I
tried to kill myself that night. I let the
whole house fill with gas from the
oven and I lit a match. I stood there for
like an hour trying to light that match
Tim. Do you know what a letdown it
was when the whole place refused to
blow? I had left some windows open
upstairs and most of the gas escaped
while I tried to get up enough nerve to
light that goddamn match. I shat in my
pants Tim. Then I sat down and let all
of that shit cram up my ass. Wouldn't
that have been great Tim? My entire
house exploding like a nuke! And no
remains of me to be found.."
"Well, Ashley, that's a really sad
story. Can I go now?"
"You know it wasn't really you,"
she laughed, "It was my goddamned
Saab. Piece of shit wouldn't start that
night and I walked home. To the
empty house and I knew no one would
be there to greet me—I knew it would
be empty. But you know I'm okay
now, really."
"Would you like to untie me?
Maybe we could go for coffee or
something..."
"Coffee . . . Coffee? Okay . . . I'll.
. . I'll go get the knife."
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All kinds of Clauses—Santa and Squeaky on the Klan and just the right toy
BY

JEFF

KUHR

Santa Gaus never came to my
house. See, I ' m Jewish and if a large
man in a red suit with a white beard
came down my chimney on Christmas
Eve my dad would have probably
mistook him for a robber and Santa,
ho's and all, would have been shot.
Bang.
And although my mom never told
me stories about Jolly 01' St. Nick, my
friends always let me know what I
apparently was missing—things like
stocking stuffers and trimming the tree
and all those songs about joy and
mirth and peace and love and
livestock.
I had dreidel, dreidel, dreidel and
that festival of lights song. But that's
okay, I also had eight nights to be
festive and merry and wonder if my
mom was really joking about her mom
trimming the 01' Hanukkah bush.
So I was raised Jewish and proud,
not to hate anyone, and always curious
about the man with a beard who
played with elves. And I always told
myself that I would talk to Santa and
just ask him about life and happiness
and Mrs. Gaus if I ever got the
chance.
Well he was here in Houston on
Wednesday. At the Galleria. He's still
there. He's been there since Nov. 10.
Before Santa, I met Squeaky. He's
an elf.
"So Squeaky," I asked eying his
ears suspiciously. They were real.
"How long have you been, uh, an elf?"
"This is my second season," he
didn't squeak.
"Yeah, so you enjoy this?" I asked.
"Sure, it's kinda challenging trying
to get that smile on the kid's face.
Each one is different—you gotta be

"You sick?" I
wanted to know,
backing up a little.
"Just a little cold,"
he inhaled loudly so I
could hear all the little
things that were
residing in his nose.
Good thing he
doesn't see like a
hundred kids a day.
Wouldn't want to get
them sick or anything.
"What's your
favorite thing in the
whole, wide world?" I
wanted to know.
"Mrs. Claus," he
told me winking that
wink. "You know,
though, there are also
other clauses like
prepositional clauses,
all kinds of clauses."
"Are they related
"Everything Is good," Santa told Jeff Kuhr
to you?"
able to read the kid's face," he told me
"I'm sure they relate in some way.
standing up straight and completely
Everything relates in some way, we're
serious. "That's where the challenge
all related in some way."
comes in in being able to identify
Deep Santa.
which kids will respond. See, we got
"So have you been a good Santa?"
different toys that we work with them
I asked. He nodded that he had been
while I'm trying to bring them up. I
good. "So what exactly is bad?"
also make loud noises."
"I don't like to dwell on the bad,
And then, the aisle way cleared and you know, I'd rather dwell on the
good. What's good?"
I met Santa.
"So you're Santa?" I asked. He
I shook my head. I didn't know.
nodded. "How long have you been
"Well, everything is good. There's
Santa?"
nothing bad. This is a good day. This
"All my life."
is a good place to sit The sun is out,"
he bobbed his body like he was some
"You're the real one, huh?"
kind of Weeble Wobble.
"Yes sir."
"Is it a little warm here in Houston
"What's the most beautiful thing
for you?"
you've ever seen?"
"Oh yeah, a little warm," he said.
"Mrs. Claus," he answered again.
Santa sounded very nasal.
"She's a little old now though."

I

PHOENIX FOR TWO

Dim Sum custom: a Chinese version of brunch
BY

JILL

S A L O M O N

You may ask yourself: why review
an obscure Chinese restaurant with
dishes that are hardly recognizable,
much less pronounceable? After
sampling the ultimate salad bar and
gushing about greasy
Mexican food, it was
refreshing reviewing a
restaurant that cannot be
compared to Two Pesos
[though I'm glad you found
a way to mention it anyway,
—ed.].
Golden Palace in the
Chinatown district may be a
fine place for a Sunday night dinner.
However, the allure of the restaurant is
its fabulous dim sum.
For those of you who don't know,
dim sum is the Cantonese version of
brunch. It is only served in select
restaurants and is available only on
weekends, usually between 11 a.m.
and 1 p.m.
This is Chinese food for people
who are willing to experiment. In
other words, no lemon chicken here.
Waiters will bring you water or a very
exotic chrysanthemum tea (look inside
the pot for the flowers), but all the
food is wheeled around the dining
room on metal carts. When you see
something that looks appetizing, ask
for a dish of it The cart pusher will
mark off that dish on the little card at
your table.
Among the delicacies offered, we
tried phoenix claws, a rather mythical
name for good ole' fried chicken feeL
These buggers are rather difficult to
pick up with chop sticks and for me,
were extremely difficult to swallow.
One of my Chinese companions loves
this dish and promptly ate an entire
bowl. It's important to keep an open

mind; many Asians think the Western
custom of eating cheese is just as
disgusting.
After this initial shock, the food
started becoming more appealing. We
had pork dumplings, rice crepes filled
with shrimp or pork and spongy
pastries with a sweet pork filling.
Nothing was stir fried, nothing was
deep fried and nothing was vegetarian.
For dessert we tried a gelatinous
rice cake that was very white and very
sweet. We also ordered a firm pastry
filled with a sweet bean paste and
covered in sesame seeds. We tried a
similar pastry filled with almond paste.
As my Chinese companion ordered
everything for our otherwise inexperienced table, she prudently skipped
over the tripe and anything else that
she couldn't think of the English name
for.
At this restaurant, having a Chinese
companion is not essential as we
noticed most of the staff spoke
English However, having a person hip
to the customs of dim sum with you
makes the whole experience more
enjoyable.
We learned a lot about the
ceremonies that accompany the meal,
most of which make it easier to chew
your food and communicate with those
around you at the same time. For
example, where you need more tea,
place the pot with the lid open at the
edge of your table.
When someone is pouring tea for
you (one person usually docs this for
the whole table) just tap your fingers
next to your cup instead of opening
your mouth to say thank you. Finally,
never rest your chopsticks half on your
plate and half on your table. Place
them entirely on your plate otherwise
you will invoke some kind of horrible
bad luck.

The four of us ate an enormous
amount of food and consumed gallons
of tea for just over $20 altogether. This
restaurant even has a big disco ball
hanging from the ceiling. Most
everyone there was Chinese but one or
two tables had non-Asian diners.
Don't be afraid to venture out to dim
sum just because you can't order in
Chinese; just come early to avoid the
lines.
G O L D E N PALACE RESTAURANT
8520

BELLAIRE, 7 7 6 - 8 8 0 8

D I M SUM SERVED DAILY. 1 0 A . M . - 3 P.M.

y- Yes! i
We have
student
r
airfares
Belize
London
Paris
Madrid
Frankfurt
Hons Kong

$129*
$255*
$270*
$339*
$305*
$529*

* Fares above are one way fares
from Houston. Restrictions applyTaxes not included.

Council Itavd
2000 Guadalupe St.
Austin, TX 78705

512-472-4931
We issue iurailpasses
on-the-spot!

"So this is a real beard and if I pull
on it it would hurt you, right?" I said
pulling on it. He winced. "Sorry."
"I see you got a little beard there,"
he observed.
"Yeah, I had one before," I told
him.
"Did you enjoy it?"
"It was okay. What does facial hair
do for you? I mean, have you ever
gone without the beard?"
He laughed that laugh. "Oh no. See
it creates this image," he shared.
"Does Mrs. Claus like it?"
"Oh yes, she's ticklish so it tickles
her you know in certain places," he
told me fingering his beard. "Are you
ticklish?"
"Yeah, a little—probably not in the
same places Mrs. Claus is," I said.
"No, you don't have the same
equipment"
Niceness.
Then a small child came running
up and gave Santa a big hug and then
sat on his lap. She looked so happy.
One of those kids whose eyes get so
big they look like they are going to
explode with happiness and one of
those smiles, one of those innocent
smiles. I watched Santa breathe on her.
"That has got to be a great feeling
that you get when you make these kids
smile like that," I said to Santa after
the child bounced away.
"So can parents be a problem?" I
asked him.
"Well they just don't know and
you can't tell them because they only
got one shot so they come up here and
throw their kid in my face and then the
kid cries," he told me, his gloved hand
clenched tightly together.
"Have you ever smacked a child?"
"No, no. I'm very nice. And the
public is always right—kids or adulLs.
You just gotta keep smiling, yes, yes.
And the old man who came down here
smoking cigars every day. Just keep
smiling, yes, yes. Because you gotta
be jovial and the public is always
right. But you get all kinds of kids.
The nice ones that come running up
and then the ones who stand in the
back and scream and holler."
"You ever been bitten?"
"Oh, no." Ho ho ho.
"Now what's up with this ho ho
ho? What is that?"
"Ho ho ho? Well that's a stereotype. Are you familiar with stereotypes? That's what it is. Stereotypes
come from parents, from television.
Santa is supposed to ho ho ho, so I ho
ho ho." And he ho ho hoed.
And then with the Christmas

music, stale and familiar, still playing
and the elves still looking elfish, two
teenagers came up to visit Santa. This
was no Dylan and Brenda. No, one,
the boy, wore a Primus t-shirt with
YOU SUCK screaming off the back
and the other, the girl, had her ear
pierced eight times plus a nose ring.
She also wore a jean jacket, faded with
age, that had some kind of flag on the
back and a swastika right there in the
middle, starring at me.
Season's greetings.
"So you like coming to visit
Santa?" I asked her.
"Yeah, he's cool."
"You believe in Santa then?" I
wanted to know.
"No," she said. Santa started to cry
"I like talking to him," she told me.
"So what's the back of your jacket
mean?"
"C.H.S.? Confederate Hammer
Skins," she said dryly. "It's a group,
an organization. I have a card" she
explained pulling out her wallet that
was chained to her pocket She started
rifling through her small stack of
business cards, "This is the Klan, this
is the National Aryan Confederate
Soldiers, and this is Knights of the
White Robe," she told me proudly as if
they were baby pictures.
"What does that mean, Knights of
the White Robe?" I asked honestly.
"It's a branch of the Klan," she told
me.
"So what you, uh, support them?"
"Yeah, I support them," she looked
me in the eye.
"Kids used to be so nice, so
innocenL Now they support the Klan,
burn crosses," muttered Santa to an
imaginary elf.
"How did you get involved this?" I
asked her.
"It started with her rejecting
Santa," said Santa. He sounded hurt.
The girl laughed. She had pure,
green eyes and long, straight brown
hair. She was wearing maroon Doc
Martin boots.
"The way things are turned me into
what I am now—the schools I went to,
you know," she explained. "I believe
in separation. I don't believe we
should, like, kill everyone, but I
believe in racial separation. I mean
everyone is like talking about how
everyone is going to come together,
but that ain't gonna happen."
"So you're against blacks9"
She nodded.
"And that swastika?"
"See I'm not a Nazi because I don't
SEE SANTA, PACE 12
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believe in a Socialist Republic. But the
swastika stands for the basic beliefs of
Hitler. I don't believe he went about
things the right way, but I think he had
the right idea."
Then she looked at me. "Are you
Jewish?" she asked.
Yes.
And there was a sick, over long,
silence.
Then I asked, "How old are you?"
"Fourteen."
I wanted to cry. Fourteen.
And then they left
Santa looked up. "I'm not against
anyone. I try not to let things disturb
me even White supremacists or Black
supremacists or Jewish supremacists
or Santa Claus supremacists or
whatever."
Santa's eyes, cool blue, wandered
around A line of small children was
busily forming, waiting to get their
picture taken with St. Nick. The elves
laughed and made loud noises. The
Christmas music swirled around. The
children were smiling and tugging on
their parent's leg and pointing to
Santa, whose big smile greeted them.
Then his eyes met mine.
"I think we should love everyone."

1 9 9 2 : THE YEAR'S BEST ALBUMS
In no particular order, and chosen by worldwide experts:
Booth "1992 wasn't a good year" Babcock's list
Alice Donut The Untidy Suicides of Your Degenerate Children
NoMeansNo 0 + 2 = 1
In Toyland Fontanelle
My Name Megacrush
Beastie Boys Check Your Head
The Jesus Lizard Liar
Cypress Hill Cypress Hill
Drive Like Jehu Drive Like Jehu
Daisy Chainsaw Eleventeen
Sugarshack Charmer
Heidi "Doc Martens" Bullinga & Keith Rozendal's (KTRU
general manager and music director) list:
Citizen Fish Wider Than A PostcardDrive Like Jehu Drive Like Jehu
Ed Hall Gloryhole
Legendary Pink Dots Shadow Weaver
No Means No 0 + 2 = 1
My Name Megacrush
Praxis Transmutation
Painkiller Buried Secrets
Sugarshack Charmer
Elliot Sharp/Carbon Tocsin
Tom Waits Bone Machine
Victim's Family The Germ
Disposable Heroes of Hiphoprisy Hypocrisy is the Greatest Luxury
Dog Faced Hermans Mental Blocks for All Ages
The Mike Gunn Durban Poison/Hemp for Victory
David Gavurin and Harriet Wheeler of the Sundays, college rock feves.

Shaila "Slave to Commercial Radio" Dewan's List:
NEVER ON A SUNDAY
En Vogue Funky Divas
Annie Lennox Diva
Tom Waits Bone Machine

k.d. lang Ingenue
Lyle Lovett JoshuaJudgesRuth
Beast ie Boys Check Your Head

Blind' a good sophomore effort
BY

FAIRFAX

HEALTHY MALES WANTED AS SEMEN DONORS:
Fairfax Cryobank needs healthy young men as semen donors: f*ftellent
compensation; Help Infertile Couples; Confidentiality Ensured; Ages
18 to 35; Located in the Texas Medical Center. Call 799-9937

Cash in Your Pocket.
AND
$250 G I F T C E R T I F I C A T E F R O M SUPERTRAVEL FOR A I R
MILES TO YOUR CHOSEN DESTINATION!!!!!!
ENTER DRAWING WHEN YOU SELL BACK YOUR BOOKS
CAMPUS STORE BOOK BUY BACK DEC.9,10,11 &14,15,16.
WINNER WILL BE ANNOUNCED JANUARY 11,1993

&
AT THE CAMPUS STORE

LILLIAN

CHO

Ever since The Sundays released
their first album, Reading Writing and
Arithmetic in 1989, I've been
anxiously awaiting the release of a
follow-up album. Since I heard
virtually nothing about the band after
their debut album, I wasn't even sure
they still existed.
Then, out of the blue, I heard that
The Sundays just released a new
album. Jumping with ecstasy, I ran to
the Thresher office hoping that no one
had already asked to review the album.
Luckily, no one had, and to tell you
the truth no one seemed to really care
as much as I did about reviewing The
Sundays' new album.
I eagerly awaited the day that the
album would come from Geffen. So,
was all my anticipation worth it? As I
opened the package, expecting a
compact disc, what do I see? A
freakin' tape! Call me greedy, but
hey, a tape's a tape, right? What really
matters is that I got it, right? Right.
I popped The Sundays' new tape,
Blind, into my tape player, not really
knowing what to expect. The first
song, "I feel," hit me immediately with
Harriet Wheeler's ethereal voice
singing, "I feel fine " I was

immediately enthralled by the music.
Harriet Wheeler's pleasant vocals and
the flowing musical combination of
guitars and drums encapsulated me.
Although this album is much
mellower than Reading, Writing and
Arithmetic, it contains upbeat songs
like "Goodbye," "Love," and "What
Do You Think." The songs on Blind
mix swirling music with poetic lyrics.
The Sundays have matured musically.
Harriet Wheeler's voice is much fuller
and smoother, and the music is much
richer.
Hey, this album even contains a
cover of the Rolling Stones' song
"Wild Horses." Granted, I've never
heard the original, but I still think it is
a really great version. Someone even
said he liked it better than the original.
The Sundays seem to be more serious
on Blind. The lyrics are not as
lighthearted as some of the songs
contained on their debut album, but I
think they've grown a lot in the three
years it took for a new album.
Heck, if time is what it takes to put
out an album as good as this one, they
can take all the time that they want.
This is also an album that you can
listen to over and over again without
getting sick of iL Trust me, I should
know.

RACHLEFF
FROM PACE 9
Wiess senior Nicholas Walker has
performed on bass in Rachleff s
symphony for two years. In agreement
with Leidal, Walker said that Rachleff
brings something special to the
orchestra.
"He's so caring, and he believes so
much in what can happen," Walker
said. "As with all great professors, he
demands that we be professional."
Rachleffs attention to helping his
undergraduates doesn't hinder him and
other faculty members from actively
recruiting graduate students for the
Shepherd School program. He said he
believes the school offers a "very
unique environment for graduate
students.
"It seemed easier to attract
graduate students because the focus of
the program, which is concentrated on
performance, has connected well with
where those students are at that time,"
Rachleff said.
So, after spending his young
professional life university-hopping
across the country and back again,
Rachleff said he's ready to settle
down.
He made the decision stake his
claim here in Texas after endlessly
commuting between Houston and Los
Angeles last year, where he continued
working at USC and where his wife

then lived.
"All my moving around was
looking for a place that feltright,and
[Rice] does for me," Rachleff said.
"It's the musical and intellectual
power of the students, it's the
openness and industry of the faculty,
it's the significant administrative
leadership, it's the spirit and vision of
the dean that I think make the
Shepherd School one of the most
unique anywhere in the country. Of all
the schools I've been associated with,
I haven't felt that kind of positive
mood that I've felt here."
Because the school is such a babe
in the music school woods, it has a lot
of freedom in developing its program
— afreedomRachleff cherishes.
"We have a unique opportunity
here because the history of the music
school is so young, that we can
collaborate so that we can make this a
wonderful place for people to come
and spend some time," Rachleff said.
Perhaps it's not only the youth of
the school that makes Rachleffs
experience so special — the students
are the Shepherd School, as he says.
But for the players, it's not just their
talent and dedication that make
working with Rachleff so special.
"There's just this aura around him
of perfection; he's so intent on his
goal, you are just sucked into it,"
Leidal said. "It's really exciting."

ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT
N E W DEAN
FROM PACE 8

issues that have more wide-ranging
concerns than kind of aggrandizing
personal wealth or corporate wealth.
It's not so easy to do this, because we
are in a society that relies very much
on individual involvement and
individuals making things happen,
which I'm all for, I don't believe that,
necessarily all the solutions to public
problems have to come from government, that it can very much come from
private initiative, but we need to
develop more complex and more
interesting architectural programs for
the studio...
Because it's such a small school, it
seems to me that a kind of community
of interest is something that I would be
very interested in developing. I also
believe that the undergraduate
program at Rice is very strong,
probably in better shape than the
graduate program, and there are
certain things about the undergraduate
program that mean a lot to
me...[undergraduates] have an
understanding about what it means to
build communities, because they do it
themselves, and some of that is very
valuable information that we tend to
dismiss that can, in fact be put into
action in programs in studios.
In terms of faculty, I will probably
attempt to get young and vigorous
faculty, diverse faculty—that means
not just white males, but that includes
women and preferably people of
different colors and creeds that are a
good representation of our society.
And of course, in a symmetrical way,
it seems to me in those terms the
student body needs an upgrading. To
me it is the faculty who have to, more
than anything else, show by example.
In other words, be engaged with
students, do interesting work themselves, that is, you know, cutting edge
and is considered by others to be
interesting and provoking, and
challenging to people around them, so
that's the kind of group that I would
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like to develop in the school.
Something that's been addressed in
my studio and others concerns the
enrollment of more minority
students. Do you have any ideas on
how that could be implemented?
One of the difficult things about
getting minorities to come to architecture school is that architects—the
architectural profession —is notoriously undapaid, and it's, in a way,
definitely become a kind of rich-boy
profession because it's only people
that can afford to have architectural
offices arc those who have money
themselves. It's hard to convince a
black student that it's valuable or

in an activist way, because it's just not
going to happen by itself, by saying
we are wide open to minorities and
nobody will call us. I think that one
needs to set a certain goal: "This is
what we are going to try to approach
this year," and go out and look for
them. And that's going to take some
requirements. I also think that having a
minority on the faculty will help
because that shows that there is some
kind of continuity, you know.
The coach is only as good as the
team, and when you have the sense
that there is an urgency among the
students, which I was very impressed
with the students that I met, and it was

To me it is the faculty who have to, more
than anything else, show by example.
In other words, be engaged with students, do interesting work themselves...
important to go to an architecture
school when that person might have
grades to become a doctor or a lawyer.
It's very difficult. And that's why
this is a long process...It's not enough
to just get the students into the school,
but society itself has to kind of make it
possible for people to advance in a
profession like ours. It is an extremely
complicated problem because most
smart ethnic students...are very smart
about their realities, maybe smarter
than middle-class kids who have never
seen the reality but always had
everything laid out for them. So if
there is no prospect in the profession
that you provide for people, it is very
difficult to convince oneself that one
should go to school expensively and
study.
So it's a complex problem...I
would really like to maybe even
pinpoint some high schools that have,
you know, high standards in the large
enrollments of minorities and have
myself, or faculty and students, go out
and make presentations about what we
do...I think that ...you have to do this

one of the reasons that I was really
very happy about the idea because
only then it will succeed and I said this
very often I think that the students are
much more important than the faculty
for the success of the school, but of
course the students have to have a
sense that there is a purpose and there
is a reason to work hard.. .1 believe in
hard work. I worked hard, and I will
work hard, and the students will have
to work hard too. That's the nature of
the beast, you know? Architecture is
such a complicated field, and you have
to know so much about so many
things—and then we still have to kind
of collapse it all into design. It's very
difficult, and it takes a particular kind
of audacity that might not be so easy
to learn how to achieve. It's exciting.
I'd like to comment really quick on
one of the comments you made
earlier. It's concerning the public
sector. What do you see as our role
in the city, using some of the
resources that we have? Do you
have any ideas about how perhaps
the architecture school can interact

on the community scale and address
real-world issues?
Here's where I'm treading on thin
ice, because my analysis of Houston
is, like, very, very fast, but I have been
around it enough to sense that it has
very similar problems to what other
modem cities have. There is a
tremendous growth on the outskirts
where kind of air-conditioned
nightmare communities are being
produced...they are almost like
communes were in the '60s, but now
communes are middle-class people,
like-minded, who get together and
drive cars, dress the same and live
together happily ever after. While the
city is based on diversity. This kind of
emphasis on the outskirts in terms of
economic development empties the
center, basically, and that is very
problematic. It's problematic because
it's difficult to convince
developers...that it's both worth and
possible to re-develop the inside of the
city is very complicated.
But that seems to me to be the
foundation for any new programming
in the city... it seems to me that maybe
one needs to look at the next generation of projects in a place like that.
Maybe the surface, you know, needs
to be re-invented in which there is a
break in between the outside and the
ground below, and there is work on
making a public setting which is much
more invigorating than it is now. In
order to develop interesting programs,
one has to kind of work on this... If
we provide programs that maybe last

for even a couple years, that we study
an area that then has many things
involving schools and public buildings, as well as housing and that the
whole school kind of works on this
area for a longer time and then we
make an exhibit and show it to the city
and show what can actually be done,
maybe that's how we can stir interest
in what architecture schools do. I don't
think one must have great hopes about
students having great influence
directly, but I think indirectly, in terms
of spirit, in terms of conviction, in
terms of the viability of maybe
thinking in a vigorous and different
way, that kind of inspiration might
come from student projects. Houston
is a place where some of this interaction can take place.
Are there any final comments that
you would like to make?
Well, you know, there are so many
things on my mind. It's sort of funny
that I sit here in the Swiss Alps and
think about Houston, Texas...I'm very
eager to get started, and I will come
around Christmas for two weeks and
will probably come in the middle of
the term and the end of the term to
really start to rev things up because it's
high noon, it's obvious, and there's
lots of things I have to get moving
on... it seems to me that we are going
to be able to change things in a very
positive way fast. So atmosphere and a
a kind of sense of community will
change and that we will feel that we
are onto something that's worth being
onto.
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Owls challenge Fab Five
but can't put game away
by Randy Block

Forward Torrey Andrews goes up against Michigan forward Chris Webber and teammate in Tuesday's meeting at the Summit.

The Rice Owls mounted an im•• "ssive challenge against the nation's
basketball team at the Summit
•sday night before a crowd of over
9. * X) fan s. While the Owls were ahead
midway through the second half, they
lost their grip oi, the lead as the topranked Michigan Wolverines turned
up thei*- came and pushed ahead to
win, 75-71.
Throughout the game, Rice held
the edge in poise and intensity. Despite the Wolverines' advantages in
height, weight, and confidence, the
Owls never backed down. They were
nonetheless unable to put the game
away.
" It was nothing that they did, it was
rather a lack of what we did," said
guard Marvin Moore.
The Owls were hurt by afew missed
free throws in the second half. "You
have to hit your free throws and your
open shots. That's what wins close
games. We had our chances," said
center Brent Scott
Michigan, which lost to Duke University in the NCAA finals last season,
was outplayed for almost the entire
game due to the Owls' tenacity and
strategy. Going into the game, the
Owls knew they had to play 40 minutes of basketball and get the Michigan big men in foul trouble. They did
this, leaving their starters in for most
of the game, forcing Michigan's Ray
Jackson to foul out and getting two
others to pick up four fouls each.
Scott, the only Rice player who
could physically match up with the
Wolverines, drew double and triple
teams every time he went to the basket Despite this, he put up 22 points,
10 rebounds, and five assists.
ForwardTorreyAndrews, who had
to handle Michigan's enormous forward, Chris Webber, added 17 points
and 10 rebounds. But Webber
outplayed everyone in the arena with
§ 20 points, 19 rebounds, six blocks,
S and four steals, providing the key
i points down the stretch. In the last six
8 minutes, Michigan took control with
i threebucketsfromWebberandeight
° points from center Juwan Howard.
"It was a tough match-up with Chris

Webber," said Andrews." He's a really
good player and I gave it all I had. But
1 was letting him get too close to the
rim. I'm not strong enough to power
him out"
Another Wolverine star, point
guard Jalen Rose, had a decent game
with 16 points and four assists. He and
backcourt matejimmy King combined
for 25 points and five assists, but were
counterbalanced by Rice's Moore and
David Holmes.
Holmes was no offensive threat,
but showed new confidence in his
ball-handling and played tough pressure defense. Moore hit shots from
the outside and scored inside using
his amazing leaping ability. Flying over
players a foot taller than him, Moore
compiled 20 points and led the charge
in the first hall But the close loss did
not sit well with him.
"The days of being happy Iwith
close losses] are over now," said
Moore. "Being satisfied with coming
close is in the past We're to the point
where if we lose close ones like this, it
really hurts."
Wee Head Coach Willis Wilson
was also disappointed in the game's
outcome.
"I've heard 'Congratulations' more
times tonight than I want to hear for
the rest of the year. It's a loss. If we're
content to be happy with a loss, then
we're not going to be a very good
basketball team," he said.
Wilson did recognize the importance of playing a team like Michigan
and the edge it will give his team the
rest of the season.
"We proved we can play so me good
ball in a big-time atmosphere. It gives
us an opportunity to see that we can
play against the best team in the country," he said.
M ichigan Head Coach Steve Fisher
expressed respectfor Rice and doubts
about his own team, saying, "I don't
know if Michigan is a top 20 team. But
if Rice plays this well and this hard all
season, they 11 make the NCAA tournament"
Howard had no such doubts. "In
my book, we played like the numberone team in the country," he said.
"Ricejust played well. They are agood
team, people just overlook them and
don't give them credit"

Owls denied bowl bid by Cougars; take consolation in winning season
by Randy Block
The Rice football teamfinishedthe
1992 football season as winners. For
the first time since 1963, the Owls
posted a winning record, finishing the
season 6-5.
A victory in the season finale against
the University of Houston last Saturday at the Astrodome might have
added to that distinction. The Owls,
however, came up sorely short against
the Cougars, losing the game as well
as a trip to the John Hancock Bowl, 6134.
The Houston game seemed a
mockery of the season the Owls had
played up until that point They had
won four in a row and were positioned
to finish second in the Southwest Conference,rightbehind nationally ranked
Texas A&M University.
But the Cougars were playing in a
familiar environment and using their
potent run-and-shoot offense.
T h a t was the best Houston has
played all year," said defensive back
Sean Washington. "Basically, we lost
the game. We were way too excited.
You can be too fired up for agame, and
that's what happened today. I'm going
to write the score of this game on my
wall and remember it all year long."
Houston quarterback Jimmy
Klingler chalked up a great performance. Throwing for 613 yards and
seven touchdowns, Klingler and the
offense dismantled the overmatched
Rice defense.
As testament to this, Ron Peters
and Keith Jack got over 100 yards
receiving, and Sherman Smith caught

Tailback Trevor Cobb is wrapped up by two Houston Cougars Saturday. Cobb was held short of the SWC career rushing record.

14 passes. Run ning back Iamar Smith
rolled up 101 yards on only 11 carries,
outperforming Rice's Trevor Cobb.
Cobb, playing his last game at Rice,
finished his career second in the conference in rushing and first in all-purpose yardage. Most members of the
media also selected him as the
conference's best player for the season. Rushing for 121 yards against

Houston, Cobb was not remorseful
about missing out on the all-time conference rushing mark. Instead he appeared optimistic about Rice's future.
"Just because we lost today, it
w2sn'tatotaldisaster," he said. "We've
got great players like Bert Emanuel
and Sean Washington to step up and
be the team leaders next year. There
is no doubt in my mind that they'll do

even better next year."
The loss to Houston assured
BaylorUniversity (6-5) an invitationto
the John Hancock Bowl. The Bears
had six wins against Division I opponents. The Owls fell short because the
victory over Sam Houston State University was not counted by the Bowl
Coalition selection committee.
Most likely, Rice fans will remem-

ber not the Houston fiasco but rather
the game of the previous week. Playing at ho me two weeks ago against the
Naval Academy, the Owls won their
sixth game by a score of 27-22, clinching a winning season and thrilling a
stadium of fans who endured an hourlong rain delay.
Despite coming out a little slow,
Rice used the long weather break between the third and fourth quarters to
regroup and go over plans. Receiver
Jimmy Lee turned his play up a notch
and scored twice in the fourth.
Emanuel threw for 272 yards, a career
high, and cemented himself among
the nation's top 20 in passingefficiency.
Emanuel is also the pick of many to be
the all-conference quarterback.
Cobb put together a mere lOOyards
of rushing, a superb performance for
most but a mediocre one for one of
Rice's greatest athletes.
"He had a bad day," said Head
Coach Fred Goldsmith. "He gained
100 yards for the 23rd time in his
career. For Trevor, that's average. I
g originally thoughtthatifTrevorrushed
3 for more than 1,200 yards and we had
2 a winning season, he would deserve
I the Heisman Trophy. Well, we've done
it. He's an ail-American in my book
and I wou ldn't trade him for anybody."
The game ended with a last-second touchdown by the Midshipmen.
This scoring meant little to Owl fans.
Before Navy could go for its extra
point, Rice faithful stormed the field
and dismantled the goal-post in celebration. Navy had a successful twopoint conversion in the other endzone, but few among the tide of fans
noticed.
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Women's basketball trounces Prairie View
Team sets records for points scored, margin of victory in 96-28 blowout
spite shooting three of 15 from the fered a stress fracture to her ankle.
floor. She was eight of 13 at the line, Marsha Frese, whose outside shot
though, and led all players with 12 the Owls have come the depend on,
suffered a shoulder injury. Junior
boards.
Freshman point guard Jessica Lacey Guinn received a medical
November has not been kind to
the women's basketball team. Injuries Garcia added 13 points in her regular- redshirt for the year after a knee inhave placed three starters on the season debut Another freshman, for- jury in the game against the Lithuanian
bench, including 6*5" center Nicki ward Tammy McCallum, was impres- Nationals.
Manzo. The team, however, came out sive as well, scoring 12 points in only
Dunavant speculated that Manzo
of the gates strongly, blowing away 14 minutes of play. The six reserves might play for two or three minutes,
Prairie View A&M at die SummitTues- who played contributed 34 points over- while the other two injured players
all, enough to beat Prairie View by need to sit out the entire game.
day, 96-28.
The Owls set five school records, themselves.
The absence of these three startincluding most points and largest
"The young kids really stepped it ers will make for some lineupchanges,
margin of victory, in the game, their up a lot" Dunavant said." [Garcia and and the team's performance could be
first of the regular season. Rice domi- McCallum] both came out with a lot of irregular until many of the players are
nated in almost every statistical cat- confidence and adjusted really well to back to normal health, although the
egory, shooting 43 percent overall the college game."
result of Tuesday's game says otherversus 21 percent, nailing 38 percent
With this strong opening perfor- wise.
of their treys versus 14 percent, and mance, Dunavant expects big things
As for the upcoming two home
grabbing 23 more rebounds than Prai- from the team despite their injuries. games and three games on a road trip
rie View. Rice also recorded 29 steals, Bolstered by a strong recruiting class to California next week, Dunavant
21 assists and five blocks, while forc- this year, the Owls hope to overcome believes they're a toss-up.
ing 40 turnovers.
their health problems andfinishin the
"In the pre-season, I thought we
"I was really pleased. The intensity top four in the Southwest Conference, could go 60 or 5-1," he said. "Now we
was really high," said fourth-year Head which is one of the most competitive can't be certain. Still, I'm very pleased
Coach Mike Dunavant "Itwasagood in the nation for women's basketball with the team."
first game to get ready for the games this year.
Dunavant has already planted
further down the road."
The injuries came just as the team some of next year's freshman crop.
Center Brenda Conaway led all was gaining experience in exhibition Kristin Carlson, one of the top five
scorers with 24 points on 11 of 18 games against the Lithuanian National centers in California this year, and
shooting. She also grabbed 11 re- Team and the Houston Area All-Stars. lisa Escabedo, the Player of the Year
bounds and six steals. Forward
After participating in only three in New Mexico, have committed to
Yalonda Stiner added 14 points de- regular-season practices, Manzo suf- playing at Rice next year.
by David Rhodes
and Peter Howiey

Which one of Head to Head's stars will not be back next semester?

Randy Block v s. Tom Harris
SEC Championship: Florida vs. Alabama
This isn't a Bowl game, but It is
a better match-up than most
games played on New Year's.
Alabama has got the defense
and the incentive, namely to
play Miami for the national
championship. Speaking of
which...

Florida is 5-5 outside of its home
state, with losses of30-6 and 3114 this year. The Gators should
stay in the Sunshine State this
Saturday and work on their tan,
because the only thing that will
get tanned at Legion Field is their
backside. Alabama, 16-10.

Sugar Bowl: Alabama vs. Miami
The Miami Hurricanes will be
picked by anyone and everyone to win this game. Why?
They are the best football team
in the country. I cannot pick
against them. It's just that
simple.

GinoTorrettais poor against good
teams. Miami's last visit to New
Orleans was a disaster. Alabama
finishes its book on college defense with the national tide. All
Coach Gene Stallings needs now
is a nickname. TJama 13-7.

Cotton Bowl: Florida State vs. Texas A&M
You weren't born the last time
an SWC team won the Cotton
Bowl. This is a rematch of last
year'syawner and even though
the Aggies are playing for respect, the result will be the
same. FSU in a close one.

Although Texas A&M is not playingforthe nationaltitle,they are
playing the nation's best team.
This game is all the proof you
need that die current poll system
needs to be changed. Florida
State, 27-10.

Rose Bowl: Washington vs. Michigan
Ah, the would-be National
Championship game. I remember whentheseguyswere number one and number three in
the country. Now, they are totally out of the race. Michigan,
thrice tied, has not lost yet and
I'll take them to go undefeated
in a win over the Huskies.

Whitethe Huskies are determined
to regain respect, the Big Ten
representative again is too
amused by Disneyland and
BeveriyHDIstowinagame.Michigan just cantwin the big game—
although they have tied quite a
few—as they fell to die Huskies,
31-21.

Orange Bowl: Nebraska vs. Notre Dame
The Irish have little to gain by
beating Nebraska, the perennial Bowl game patsies. Notre
Dame should be playing Colorado, but the Bowl Coalition
thing is screwed up. Irish romp.

When was the lasttime Nebraska
won an Orange Bowl? Maybe
they can ask Santa for a victory
this time around, but they won't
get it The Fighting Irish walk
away with a win, 31-17.

Fiesta Bowl: Colorado vs. Syracuse
I'll go with an upset. The
Orangemen can win this one if
it's in a dome. But it's not.
Colorado is the better allaround team, and I'll take them
in what should be a squeaker.

In a game that only a junkie
would watch, Colorado again
demonstrates that they can only
beatteams which are under.500.
Look for Syracuse to knock off
the Buflalos in a blowout

Last Time:
3-1, .750

3-1,.750

Year to Date:
40-18, .690

36-22, .621

Hoops teams face numerous foes over break
point guard Kevin Rabbit, who transferred to Rice last year.
Their Southwest Conference seaWhile the Thresher staff will have son opener is in Austin Jan. 5 against
the next six weeks off, the men's and the University of Texas, a team many
women's basketball teams will be fac- pick to win the SWC this season. The
ing some of their toughest competi- Owls have developed a rivalry with
tion of the year. Here's a rundown of the Longhorns recently, beating them
the opponents the Owls will play dur- at Autry Court last year on national
ingfinalsand over the semester break; television and losing the previous
The men's team will hit the road game by one point in Austin. Texas
this weekend to play in the US West was 23-12 overall, 11-3 in the SWC last
Husky Classic in Seattle. There, they year and played in the NCAA tournawill face MurrayState University, a 17- ment, bowing out in the first round.
13 team last year that won the Ohio This game will be broadcast on PrimeValley Conference, and the winner of TV.
the meeting between Boise State UniFairfield comes to town Jan. 7 with
versity, which was 1613 last year, and memories of last year's 78-77 overthe University of Washington, which time defeat to the Owls in Connectiwas 12-17.
cut The Stags have four starters from
The team takes a break, then heads last year's team, which finished 8-20.
overseas to Tokyo Dec. 17 for the
The Owls travel to Oxford, MissisNCAA Ball, which features the Uni- sippi to take on the University of Misversity of Delaware, the defending sissippi Saturday, Jan. 9. The Rebels
North Atlantic Conference champi- have five returning starters but a new
ons, and Xavier University, a Mid- head coach after finishing 11-17 last
western Conference team that went season.
15-12 last year.
Rice visits another SWC oppo nen t,
Colorado State University will host Texas A&M University, Jan. 12 in anthe Owls Dec. 30 in Fort Collins. The other Prime-TV game. The Aggies
Rams went 14-17 last year and return were a conference doormat last year,
four starters.
going 622 overall, 2-12 SWC after a
On Jan. 2, the Owls host being penalized by the NCAA The
Mon mouth, a team that narrowly beat Owls beat the Aggies in both of their
them in New Jersey last year. 1991-92 meetings.
The women's team will also see a
Monmouth is also the former team of
by Peter Howiey

Swimmers better individual times at LSU
Tough competition expected at Texas Invitational meet this weekend
Gravelle took first in the 100 freestyle
with a time of 48.02.
"My times improved considerably.
While the Rice swimmers didn't They were my best times of the seahave much luck as a team against son," said Ferranti.
Louisiana State University, they did
"Everyone swam really fast, but we
display progress with their individual got killed— it was the closest we could
times.
have come," said Lewis Weinger.
LSU, ranked in the top 15 in the
Other highlights included a Rice
country, hosted the meet on Nov. 21, record in the men's 200 medley relay.
beating the women 140-95 and taking Kurt Wagner, Steve Thompson, Brant
the men by a score of 141-84.
Hasebe and Steve Quance swam
They are a very strong team. We 1:39.73, beating the old record of
have to look at how fast our individual 1:40.87.
swimming is. I was pleasantly surThis weekend Rice is attending
prised about how fast we swam," said their biggest invitational of the fall,
Head Coach Kris Wingenroth. "On hosted by the University of Texas.
the men's side, Ryan Gravelle did very They will be competing against
well and on the women's side, Amy Stanford University, ranked first in
Ferranti had a fast time."
the country, and Texas, ranked secWhile LSU tookfirst in mostevents, ond, as well as the University of Nefor the Owls, Ferranti took first in the braska, LSU, the University of Kan200 freestyle with a time of 1:54.98. sas, the University of Arizona, the
For the men, Gravelle also won the University of Arkansas, Indiana Uni200 freestyle, with a time of 1:44.4. versity, the University of Houston, and
by Torrey Folk

Intramural Announcements
The deadlineforwomen's basketball, co-ed wallyball, squash,
men's badminton doubles, and men's racquetball doubles is
Dec. 4.
Please report all individual and dual sports results to Lisa or Bill
as soon as possible.
Forfeit fees are scheduled to be available after Dec. 7.
Rice Winter Holidays Campforchildren ages 6-12 will be held
Dec. 21-23 and Dec. 28-30.
For more information and to report scores, call Lisa or Bill at
285-5398.

lot of action over the next month and
a half. Friday they will host three teams
in the Rice/Marriott-Medical Center
Classic. The University of North Carolina at Wilmington shouldn't be much
of a challenge—the I^ady Seahawks
only won one game last year. Rice will
face a familiar rival in the next game;
either the University of Texas at El
Paso, which split their two meetings
with Rice last year, or Sam Houston
State University, which the Owls beat
twice last year.
The team hits the West Coast for a
three-game spell starting Dec. 17.
Their first game is against Loyola
Marymount, a team that was 621 last
year. Rice faces another weak team,
California State University at
Northridge, the next night, and a stronger foe, St Mary's, two nights later.
Rice will host another MarriottMedical Center event, this time the
Holiday Classic, starting Jan. 2. They
will face Columbia University, a 4-22
squad last season, first, followed by
the winner of the Army-University of
Texas-Pan American match-up.
Autry Court will also be the site of
the Jan. 6 meeting with Texas Southern University, which finished 622
last year, and the Owls' Southwest
Conference debut, against Texas
A&M. Rice and A&M played two very
close games last year, each winning
one by less than three points.

Texas A&M University.
"This is going to be a tougher meet
than any in the Southwest Conference. It's going to show who trained
over the summer and who didn't,"
said Wingenroth. "It's going to be a
very fast meet; the times are faster
than last year's."
"We're going to get killed as a
team, but a lot of individual goals can
be reached. Most of our swimmers
are seeded last or close to lastofaround
80 people [per event]," said Weinger.
Both the poo Is at LSU and at Texas
are considerably faster than then one
at Rice.
T h e pool at Texas is one of the
fastest in the country. It is deeper and
wider so there are less waves and
currents," said Wingenroth.
"Everyone is really pepped up for
this meet Hopefully everyone will get
their best times," said Erika Bowlin.
"It should be indicative of how we can
do at conference."
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WOMEN'S ATHLETICS:

$

omen's athletics is an institution at Rice now, and
though women's teams
still have difficulty garnering the recognition given
to their male counterparts,
their presence and legitimacy are
never questioned. But Rice's female
athletes are continuing a Southwest
Conference tradition that is only ten
years old and was certainly not always
as widely accepted as it is today.
Several years ago when both the
men and women's basketball teams
had games against Southern Methodist University in Dallas, the men were
given tickets to fly there and return
within the same evening. The women
were scheduled to drive up there that
morning and drive back the following
day. An athlete complained about the
situation to a female administrator in
the women's athletic department and
was sharply reproved for even broaching the subject
Eva Lee, professor in Human Performances and Health Sciences, then
appealed to the men's athletic director who promptly made restitution by
purchasing tickets for the women's
team.
"Not only did I have to fight the
situation, but also the general attitude," said Lee. "The problem is often
unconscious discrimination."

CATCHING UP AFTER A
LATE START
byTorrey Folk

Women Take First Steps
The incident was only one in a
history of such inequities.
Women's athletics at Rice date back
at least to 1942, when then-freshmen
Joyce Pounds Hardy initiated a
women's football, softball and basketball team Her efforts were hampered
when the president first insisted that
they couldnt play, relenting only on
the condition that they play on fields
off campus. Eventually, the women
were allowed to practice on the far
north side of campus where they
wouldn't be visible to other students
or to the administration.
Progress was slow as the years
passed.
In theearly 1960s Hally Poindexter,
now a professor in Human Performance and Health Sciences, started a
women's athletics program within the
physical education department The
program was allotted a mere $500 for
un iforms, equipment travel and other
expenses for the basketball, volleyball and tennis teams.
"I became very upset about that so
I convinced my teams they needed to
raise hell if they really wanted to be in
the athletic department" said Lee. The
students started pushing and by 1975
they were accepted into the athletic
department
A major factor in the decision to
move women into the athletic department was the 1972 government legislation, Title IX, that prohibited discrimination in education programs.
"Athletics gained a lot of attention
from Title DC because there was such
clear discrimination in that area," said
Lee. "In my opinion, Title IX was the
major impetus in women's athletics.
There were a lot of people who were

T h e AIAW was founded on the
principle that women would have their
own organization instead of dealing
with the problemsofother established
athletic organizations," said Debbie
Sokol, Rice's head volleyball coach.

was a pleasure to find how dedicated
and focused they were to participate
at that level."
Regardless, in the spring of 1982
the Southwest Conference voted to
hold women's championships in cross
country, volleyball, golf, basketball,

NCAA Jumps Aboard

In the early 1980s there was talk
that the NCAA wanted to sponsor
championships for women. T h e
women involved in women's athletics
fought that because they had worked
hard in the AIAW. They were even
negotiating TV contracts for their
championships, and that's when the
NCAA became interested. It was
speculated that the NCAA could see
some conflict with the TV contracts,"
said Lee.
T h e thing that drove this more
than anything else, was legally the
NCAA was putting its organization in
jeopardy by not offering women equal
opportunities," said Martha
Hawthorne, director of women's athletics at Rice.
When the N CAA announced that it
would sponsor women's championships, both organizations were hosting their annual conventions. Members of the AIAW were meeting in
Houston at the Mariottwhen the news
came over the Associated Press line.
"It was as if afirebroke out Everyone came running out of their rooms.
They ran to use the phones to call
their presidents to tell them not to join
[the NCAA] It broke up the AIAW
convention," said Lee.
The AIAW proceeded to use their
remaining funds in a lawsuit against
the NCAA and lost
"I'm not sure that everyone was
ready when the NCAA said it would
have women's championships. I think
itcaughtalotofpeopleoffguard," said
Hawthorne "I know from the standpoint of our coaching staff, there was
a reluctance to go into the NCAA"
T h e AIAW worked hard to get
women's collegiate athletics off the
ground. Then the NCAA saw a good
thing although before they didn't want
opposed to it but the fear of Title IX anything to do with it" said Head
was the thing that transformed Track Coach Victor Lopez. There
women's athletics."
was a merge and at the beginning we
Women competed in the Associa- felt we were being used."
tion of Intercollegiate Athletics for
Director of Athletics Bobby May
Women (AIAW) before they became said," I think the transitio n was viewed
part of the Southwest Conference. The as a positive step, although there were
AIAW was a smaller program that possible funding concerns. Certainly
sponsored championships for female my feelings when I look back was that
athletes.
it was a long overdue development It

The thing that drove this
more than anything else, was
legally the NCAA was
putting its organization in
jeopardy by not offering
women equal opportunities.'
—Martha Hawthorne

Gaps Still Remain
The NCAA created two types of
scholarshipopportunities: head count,
with the department required to give
money to a specified number of students, and equivalency, when the department has a certain amount of
money that it may divide among the
athletes in a sport Currently, football
receives over 90 scholarships while
women's basketball receives 15 "headcount" scholarships and track 16
"equivalency" scholarships, the most
of any women's sport
"Scholarships are possibly the
greatest dilemma There is no way
you can ever equalize scholarship
money given to men and women,"
said Hawthorne. They're trying to
enhance women's scholarship opportunities but not demean men's athletics. I think in the next few years, we'll
see some things come out of it to
equalize men's and women's scholarship opportunities."
Volleyball player Tammy
Trownsell doesn't feel shorted as a
female athlete although she does believe that the major men's sports budget could be reduced. "I don't have
any complaints with what I'm receiving as an athlete. In fact I don't want
any more because we get enough as it
is," said Trownsell "I do think that
football and basketball could stand to
be cut back. You could take only five
football scho lar ships and give them to
swimming and already threr would be
a more equal distribution."
Media coverage and fan support
has also been a consistent problem
during the last ten years. There are a
lot of excuses people use for not accommodating women'sathletics. They
dont get the benefits of budgets, recruiting, and publicity. But then you
have to look at why it's not happening," said Lee. "If you have the promotions, support staff and media attention, than they'll do well. When any of
our women's programs do well, the
attendance goes up."
"Forpeopleto buy tickets and come
to the events, they have to get some
entertainment value. As the product
improves, the turnout improves," said
May. "As people's appreciation for
women's sports increases, there will
be additional attendance and then
more funding."
While definite figures were not
made available, the major men's sports
receive considerably more money for
travel, equipmentand other expenses.

We're never going to have
equal everythingfor the
women. Proportionately, I
think we have equal
opportunity. I do think that
participating in the
Southwest Conference has
legitimized women's
athletics.'
—Joyce Pounds Hardy.
tennis and swimming in the 1982-83
school year.
For most coaches, athletes and
administrators, the leap into the conference was a significant one.
"At Rice, I don't think our program
was ready to make the jump. It was
premature. The volleyball team was
were just making a name for itself in
Division II athletics, before they had
to move up to Division I," said Sokol.
"It was like the collapse of the Soviet Union. We had no idea what was
going to happen next" said Lopez. "In
the beginning it was shaky. I think the
key was having a lot of the AIAW
administrators going to the NCAA and
being vocal, strong leaders."
A major difference between the
organizations was that the AIAW did
not permit off-campus recruiting, nor
could schoolsfinancethe visits of the
recruits. Instead, the AIAW hosted
try-outs three or four times a year and
the women would fly in on their own
budgets and try out
"When you have to go out and
recruit expenses quadruple, and it
takes a long time to reallocate money,"
said Sokol.
Since women were admitted to the
conference under the same regulations as the men, there arose the question ofgender equity in funding, equipment and publicity. Perhaps the biggest debate centered around scholarship money.

The football and basketball teams have
training table at Lub/s cafeteria every
weekend. The university pays $6 per
lunch per person and $7 for dinner.
Regina Cavanaugh Muiphy, a 1987
Rice graduate who earned six NCAA
championships in the shot put and 12
conference championships in the shot
put and discus, came to Rice shortly
after the transition to the NCAA She
remembers questioning the men's
training tables, their funds for hotels
and meals, and additional advantages.
Even today, differences exist
"We're never going to have equal
everything for the women. Proportionately, I think we have equal opportunity. I do think that participating in
the Southwest Conference has legitimized women'sathletics," said Hardy.
Nicole Akeskowitch, a senior who
is preparing to run in the NCAA cross
country meet, believes that the athletic department does the best that it
can in promoting women's athletics.
"I think the men will always be more
represented because they seem more
exciting. I think the university enhances the men's sports so that they
can get a better turnout"
Still, compared with the status of
women's sports in the past and compared with the programs of many other
universities, Rice's women's sports are
exemplary and have been since their
official indoctrination ten years ago.
The optimistic attitude of today's

Tor people to buy tickets and
come to the events, they have
to get some entertainment
value. As the product
improves, the turnout
improves. As people's
appreciation for women's
sports increases, there will be
additional attendance and
then more funding.'
—Bobby May
female athletes testifies to this fact
Things have been changing for
the better. I think Rice, if it chooses to
do so, could be an exemplary program
for the rest of the United States," said
Murphy. They seem to have more
gender equity here than other Division 1 schools across the country."
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Volleyball season ends with tourney loss
Cougars replace Arkansas
as team to hate in SWC Owls knocked offby Texas Tech in inaugural conference tournament
TexasTech improved its record to
21-6 with the win and was led by Kristen
Sparks with 14 kills, 11 digs, and five
The Rice volleyball team, entering block-assists. She had plenty of supthe first-ever Southwest Conference port, as Chris Fehrle had 13 kills and
Tournament with hopes of an auto- 13 digs and Erica Ruegg chipped in
matic NCAA berth to the champion- with nine kills and 19 digs.
ships, saw itsdreams dashed by Texas
Even though the Owls struggled
Tech University two weeks ago. The this year, the future is looking very
team played hard and managed to win bright for the team.
a game from the Raiders who noneTobi Roquemore, who did not play
theless defeated the Owls, 15-12,15-1, againstTech due to an injury, said, "It
9-15,15-5. The loss left the Owls with was a disappointing year because we
an 11-20 overall record, 0-11 in confer- wanted to do well. 1 don't think that
ence play. Tech eventually lost the this team really played at its full potentournament to the U niversity ofTexas tial because of the injuries."
in the championship game.
Rice will retain the majority of the
The Owls played hard in the first team, as only seniors Dell and Michele
game as they grabbed an early lead Kaminski depart. The Owls will lose a
thanks to the strong serve of Casey lot in terms of experience and leaderRoon, but Techfinallyovertook them ship as well as scoringfromthe graduto win it Rice had a big emotional ating pair. Kaminski led the Owls as
letdown for the second game as Tech captain and regularly led the team in
cruised by but showed a glimmer of kills, while Dell often came through in
life by taking the third game. Tech crunch time with kills.
finally put them away in the fourth.
"We are going to find two outside
"We came out and played well but hitters to replace them," said Chen.
we lost a close match. We executed They were our two primary passers.
the offense well and kept up our inten- They solidified our team. We're going
sity. We matched up with them in to miss them, but we're excited about
almost every category, but we made the recruiting."
too many hitting errors," said AssisThe team will add four more freshtant Coach Henry Chen.
men next year, thus securing a solid
The Owls had only seven players nucleus for the future. They will also
ready to compete in this game due to keep the strong play of junior Tammy
various injuries to some key players.
The shortage of players led to a lot of
fatigue as evidenced by the second
game.
"That first game took forever and
we put in a lot of energy into it," said
Roon. "We lost a lot in that game."
The team played hard and was led
by Sammy Waldron, who recorded 14
kill s, eight digs, andfiveblock-assists.
Cheryl Dell, in herfinalgame at Rice,
had 11 kills and 13 digs. Roon finished
with seven aces and 34 assists.

by Tony Tran

by Peter Howiey
The real crime that the University of Arkansas committed when they
sold out and sneaked out of the Southwest Conference was larceny: they
robbed me of the team I lovedtohate. Luckily, another group of red-clad
rascals has stepped forward to take their place- the University of Houston
Cougars.
Ever since the Razorbacks crushed the Owls in the 1990-91 SWC
Basketball Classic, I have had a special, black place in my heart for Nolan
Richardson and Company. Watching Richardson strut around on the
sideline in that tacky pig head tie. Hearing thousands of Arkansans
squeal "Sooooooey." Maneuvering around hundreds of recreational
vehicles in the Reunion Arena parking lot Seeing Todd Day whine and
Oliver Miller expand as the day wore on. listening to the Arkansas band
play that stupid fight song. I still have flashbacks.
It was sweet indeedtosend them on their way after the Owl football
team evened the score at the end of the 1991 season. Let them be with
their backward country brethren in the Southeastern Conference, I
reasoned. Get some cross-breeding going, perhaps.
But their loss left the bad-guy role in the SWC unfilled. There was no
one lefttohate. Baylor's Baptism prevents themfrombeing the devils.
Southern Methodist is perennially incompetent TexasTech is too damn
tar awaytoworry about The Aggies aretooeasy a target You have to
respect Texas. Texas Christian is too... boring.
Butwait Perhaps there's hope in our own backyard. No, not the septic
tank, the University of Houston. U of H. Cougar High. Yoo-Hoo. They Ve
been there all along, but I never had reasontohate them until last
weekend.
Those of you who saw it all know what I mean. 61-34. Seven hundred
something yardsof offense. Run-and-shoot-and-run-up-the-score. Showboat players. That damn bell. That goddamn air raid siren. What a class
act
All the ingredients are there: stupid traditions, low academic standards, a taint of scandal in the basketball program. (I'm not making
accusations, but dont get caught in Todd Day's dorm room or Sam
Mack's favorite Burger King).
I gota little practice hating the Cougars last basketball season, when
they were sore winners at Autry Court, then bested the Owls in a halfempty Hofheinz Pavillion en routetoa share of the conference title. The
Cougar press guide will have a new set of mug shots this year, however,
the price Pat Foster pays for relying on Prop 48 junior college players
with onV two years of eligibility.
I hope therivalrybetween the two teams blossoms as Rice becomes
more and more competitive. I hope the Cougar fans reman loyaltotheir
teams and theirown silly ways. Because, even though I never thought I'd
say it I miss Arkansas. Thankfully, Houston will do just fine.
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Trownsell, who was selected to the allconference second team, and juniors
Jessica Williams, Terri Loewenthal,
and senior Michelle Bird.
Chen is very excited about the prospects for the team next year.
"We will have four returning starters and the exciting thing is that we
expect our freshman class to get a lot
better during the spring," he said.
They will refine their skills and will
improve their level of play. This team
will be really fun to watch next year."
The success of the team will hinge
upon the improvement of the four
freshmen as they become more experienced.
Roon said of her first year, "It was
hard making the jump because there
was a lot of pressure. Everyone is as
good as you so you have to work
harder. There's more responsibility."
Roquemore added, "it was hard
changingfromhigh school to college.
It's difficult to go from being the best
to being ordinary. However, I'm pretty
optimistic about next season."
The four freshmen are ready to
welcome next year's recruits as they
hope to make them as comfortable as
possible.
"It will probably be easier for them
than it was for us," said Roquemore.
"We're going to work hard to make
them feel welcome."

(JIJIWESS

SCOREBOARD
by Tim Lam

WOMEN'S COLLEGE SOCCER
Championship Game
Hanszen 1(4), Jones 1(3)
MEN'S BASKETBALL
Monday League
Rotten Kucol
1 Vocally Pimpin'
Big Mistake
Net Hackers
Bad Idea
Results
Rotten 93,1 Vocally 36
Big 54, Bad 29
i
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W
4
3
2
1
0

L
0
1
2
3
4

W
Tuesday League
5
Laettner Sucks
4
The Fab Seven
3
Tractor Pull
What's That Smell, Ochoa? 2
1
Wiessmen Can't Jump
0
The Incredible Hook
Results
Laettner 73, What's 31
The Fab 52, The Incredible 27
Tractor 34, Wiessmen 24
Laettner 101, The Fab 20
What's d. Wiessmen by forfeit
Tractor 64, The Incredible 21

L
0
1
2
3
4
5

Wednesday League
w
5
Buttnuggets
4
In Your Face
2
VBP
2
Net Gain
1
Nuts to You
0
Mannheim Rockets
Results
In 53, Net 39
Buttnuggets 35, Mannheim 21
Nuts 32, VBP 28

L
0
1
3
3
3
4

w
4

L
0

Thursday League #1
Where's Boog?

Lithuanian National Team
Koladso
Dribble
Gotta Get It Up, 2 Get It In
Results
Where's 54, Koladso 38
Lithuanian 45, Gotta 28

3
2
1
0

Thursday League #2
Eight Crackers
Sid Vicious
Quiet Fire
Club Will Rice
The Sixty Niners
Results
Eight 74, Club 17
Sid 49, Quiet 28

w
4
3
2
1
0

Friday League
Nice -n- Smoove
Cookies & Cream
Homey Don't Play Dat
Hoop De'Jour
Moral Retribution
Results
Nice 58, Cookies 39
Hoop 40, Moral 10

W
4
3
2
1
0

1
2
3
4

3
The Cenozoics
Roadkill
2
Careful w/ That Axe, Eugene 1
0
Jockey Busters

L
0
1
2
3
4

Thursday League
Calzones
Tiny Elvis Lives
The Hairy Chested Men
Colt 45's- Works Every Time
Fullerene Dream
Results
Calzones 7, Tiny 1
The Hairy 5, Fullerene 3

W
4
3
2
1

Friday League
Bad Draw
Marmoset Knock You Out
Steve's a Traitor
We Scored Yo Momma
Street Pizza
Nobody
Results
We 6, Nobody 1
Bad 8, Marmoset 0
Steve's d. Street by forfeit

w

Saturday League
Yurts
The Business
Fuzzy Navels
We Like Sheep
Rock Solid
Diamond Studded Chain
Results
Fuzzy 7, We 6
Yurts 7, The Business 3
Rock 3, Diamond 1

w
5

L
0
1
2
3
4

WOMEN'S COLLEGE VOLLEYBALL
Hanszen d. Baker 154,153
Championship Game
Wiess d. Hanszen 154,15-2
o
MEN'S COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Wiess 12, Brown 8
Sid Rich 12, Lovett 6
Brown 28, Sid Rich 0
ChamphHWhp Game
Brown 7, Wiess 0
MEN'S SOCCER
Monday League
Cojones Para listed

W
4

L
0

POWDERPUFF FOOTBALL
Playoffs
Wiess d. Jones
Baker d. Hanszen

EVERY THURSDAY
We continue to serve the traditional 2Cbz Imperial pint

2425 Norfolk

One block east of Kirby, two blocks north of Highway 59.

0

5
4
3

2
1
0

(713) 528-5999

Chapultepec
Mexican Restaurant

L
0
1
2

Salsa Dance Lessons
each Wednesday!
Great Fajitas
Award-Winning
Margaritas
Open 24 Hours
Students receive
10% discount with
college ID

3
4
5

4
3

2
1
0

813 Richmond • 522-2365
Closed Midnight Tuesday, Open Wednesday 11 am

I

Complimentary Party Room I
F o r H o l i d a y s a n d a n y special o c c a s i o n s

(Must be 21 or Older)
Coupon

Ex£ires 12/21/

J
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Volleyball club knocked off in playoff round
15-5 to advance to the second round.
In the second round, Rice once again
faced the North Texas A team Rice
The Rice club volleyball men's A lost thefirstmatch, 12-15, but won the
team competed in the last Southwest second match, 15-11.
The third match was a rally point
Intercollegiate Volleyball Association
(SIVA) tournament of this semester match. Rice lost the match, 15-13, and
Nov. 21. The tournament was hosted was eliminated from the tournament
The North Texas A team and the
by Baylor University.
The tournament format consisted Southwest A team both advanced to
of three pools of five teams and a the semifinals of the playoff tournasubsequent playoff period after pool ment
Cunninghamwaspleased with the
play. During pool play, each team com
peted against the other four teams success that Rice had in their final
tournament ofthe semester. He noted
twice.
The Rice A team's first opponent that the A team was missing two of its
was the University of Texas. After starters, outside hitter Chris Kwoh
falling behind 7-0 in the first match, and middle hitter Vince Cubbage, as
Rice rallied to beat Texas in both well as some substitutes, including
games, 11-8, 11-3. But against thensecond opponent, the University of
North Texas A team, Rice lost both
matches, 6-11,7-11.
Team Captain Andy Cunningham
felt that the main difference between
the Texas matches and the North
Texas matches was Rice's inability to
pass and rotate adequately against the Senior finishes 126th
latter team.
After North Texas, Rice faced another perennial S1VA powerhouse, the by Terzah Ewing
Southwest Texas State University A
Senior Nicole Aleskowitch battled
team. In their first match, Rice only
barely lost when Southwest scored a tough course, illness and afieldof
the tournament cap of 13 points. The the nation'sbestrunners to place 126th
12-13 loss was followed by another of 184 at the NCAA National Cross
Country
championships
in
loss, 4-11.
Cunningham stated that the heart- Bloomington, Indiana on Nov. 23.
break oft.he first loss had a significant Aleskowitch, who may be suffering
impact on the team's play in the sec- from a relapse of mononucleosis,
ond match. However, the team chalked upatimeofl9:01on the 5000
bounced back against the Stephen F. meter course.
"I just couldn't run," she said. "I'm
Austin University B team. Rice won
both games relatively easily with a little beat up from the season anyscores of 11-4 and 11-3.
way, and my illness at the beginning
After pool play, Wee 4-4 record of the season left me with little or no
gave them the seventh seed in the base training."
Sheadded that the site of the meet
playoff tournament. The playoff format was single elimination with best- a golf course, was slippery and hilly,
contributing to her frustration.
of-three matches.
"If it wasnt her best race, it wasn't
Rice played the Texas Christian
University A team in theirfirstround, her fault" said Assistant Coach Jim
winning thefirsttwomatches 15-8 and Bevan. "The times were slow in genby Jun Ishii

Robert Szafranski, due to injuries.
Cunningham was excited that the
A team, despite these injuries, was
able to compete seriously against high
level teams such as North Texas and
Southwest He was also pleased with
the progress of starting center David
Jung, who had previously been injured.
Although the A team isfinishedfor
the semester, both the women's team
and the men's B team have one more
tournament Both teams will compete
in a United States Volleyball Association tournament in San Antonio next
week. The men's B team is expected
to field all six of its starters but the
women's team will be missing its cocaptain, Becky McCulley.

Aleskowitch slowed by
illness at NCAA race
out of 184 runners
eral, and she wasnt really healthy.
Had she been at her best I think she
could have run about 45 seconds faster,
which would have placed her in the
range of 55th place."
Aleskowitch, who came in eighth
at the District VI meet was the only
runnerfromRice to qualify for nationals. The trip to Bloomington marked
herfinalrace as a college runner.
" It's too bad the way things worked
out at the race," said Bevan. "But going to nationals was a good way to
finish off her career."
Aleskowitch's successes capped off
a successful season for the women's
cross country team, which finished
third in the district and ranked 25th in
the nation.
"We were probably considered for
the national meet as a team," said
Bevan. "As it is, I still think this has
been as good a season as we've ever
had at Rice."

Retiring Sports Editor Peter Howley rules over the
sportswriting empire he single-handedly built from nothing.

42 issues produced

55 articles written

154 pages designed

391 articles edited
Can you fill the void left
by this man?
Hah! Not bloody likely. But you can give it a shot.
Call 527-4801forinformation about becoming the
next Sports Editor.
Experience with PageMaker 4.0 and Word 4.0 recommended but not
required. Knowledge of journalism and sports a must. Position is paid
based on number of pages produced. Time commitment varies.

Solutions from your Apple Campus Reseller
The holiday gift you can really use.

Tell your folks that more college
students choose Macintosh than
any other computer. They'd want
you to be in good company.
Ask for an Apple"Macintosh'computer this holiday season and
join all of the students who've discovered that no matter what they
do, Macintosh helps them do it better and faster. That's because
Macintosh is so easy to use. And the thousands of available software
applications work in a single, consistent way. So once you've learned
one, you're well on your way to learning them all. The advantages
of Macintosh don't end when school does. In fact, the majority of
Fortune 1000 companies use Macintosh computers! So ask your
Apple Campus Reseller to help you choose which Macintosh to put
at the top of your holiday gift list.

Macintosh. It's more than a present, it's a future.

For more information visit the
Rice Campus Store
6100 Main Street or call 527-4052
•!

IW2 Apple Computer. Inc. Apple, the Apple logo ami Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc MS-DOS is a registered trademark, and Windows a
trademark, of Microsoft Corporation. 'Based on a survey conducted by Computer Intelligence, 1941.
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Now You Have A Choice At
Printing available from
Kwik Kopy Printing

PRINTING

: to all Rice undergraduates,
graduate students, faculty & staff
TWO FOR ONE:
TWO COLOR
COPIES FOR 990
WITH THIS COUPON
X)
3

FREE: TWO HOURS
COMPUTER TIME
(free to you from 12 pm till
~7 am with coupon)

w

TWO FOR ONE: two
color copies for 990
(offer only valid with this
coupon)

FREE: two hours
computer time
(free to y o u f r o m
1 2 p m till 7 a m w i t h
this c o u p o n )

In addition we offer:
Black and
white copies3 copies
i
for a dime
Mac and PC DOS rental
Typewriter rental
Fax service
Passport photos
Color copies

Thermographed
business cards
Rubber stamps
Color transparencies
Folding, binding &
stapling
FED-EX & UPS services
Oversized copies—
up to 36" wide

"Cash Back To You"

*2

with your FREE "Copy Club Cash Back Card'
—call or come by today for more information

Ccjk^dluh
5819 Kirby Drive at Tangley (in The Villaqe)
(713)526-0384
FAX (713) 526-0387

28 parking spaces, well lighted and
smooth.. .smooth.. .smooth!
Open 24 hours—7 days a week
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Have you been good Uiis yeai?
~

* * *

'

W.

Friday,
Dec. 4

«Jones/WRC TG.
'Wiess College Night.
•Lovett Jammle Jam. Wear your jammies. Not
what you usually sleep in.

Saturday,
Dec. 5

'Self-Inflicted Exams start. So sorry 111 be in the
South of France...

Wednesday, -Prof-inflicted exams start. Did I mention that I'll
Dec. 9
be in the South of France then?
Friday,

-Hi, lant
•You're
t he-semester-clean-out-

ing for your
. Be sure to ask me about my
night's sleep and fresh croissants...

Saturday,
12

•PHYS101 final. Did I also mention that I havenl
had to take a physics test in three years?

Moi
Dec. 1

•I like my life.

Thursday,
Doc. 16

•Go home. I'll send you a postcard.

Monda
Jan

•First day of classes. Did I mention that
in Europe then?

fr-

Christmas should mean much more than
crass consumerism, gaudily overblown
mercial-ridden holidecorations, corninsincere tributes to
day TV specials,
will, and about a milpeace and goodlion other seasonal cliches Misclass
The Ten Most Ridiculous Things
About Physics 101:

CENSORED (!)
Don't worry, people can probablyguess
what number one was anyway. No
need to actually name names...
"1 have waved my hands madly
enough to have a solution."
—ELEC 326
"Creating art is not all smiles; creating babies might be."
—Dr. Lavenda MUSI 317

But that hasn't stopped us from taking on
extra jobs to buy gifts for greedy, clutching
friends and relatives Classified Ads
HELP WANTED
PART-TIME JOB AVAILABLE. Local
Orthodontist n e e d s responsible student
with good driving record to drive patients to school after morning appointments in the company van. 7 : 3 0 a.m. to
9 : 3 0 a.m., Tuesday through Friday,
$ 7 5 . 0 0 per week. Call 6 6 8 - 6 7 7 8 .
CHILDCARE POSITION. Hours: 10-6;
Starting salary. $ 2 5 0 / w e e k ; Extensive
driving- car provided; working with five
children in family; Respond in writing,
listing education, experience, references
to: TJU, # 1 1 3 3 , 4 2 0 0 T e x a s Commerce
Tower, Houston, TX 7 7 0 0 2 .
$ 2 0 0 - $ 5 0 0 WEEKLY: Assemble products at home. Easy! No selling. You're
paid direct Fully Guaranteed. FREE

Information—24 Hour Hotline. 8 0 1 3 7 9 - 2 9 0 0 . Copyright # TX25KDH.

FOR SALE/RENT
FREE APT. FOR CHILDCARE & MEAL
PREPARATION 3 - 7 p.m. weekdays plus
sitting one night/week. 6 & 7 year old
boys need love, fun, homework help.
Nonsmoker. Patio apt, separate entiy,
inside the loop, 2 0 minutes to Rice,
quiet safe neighborhood. 6 5 5 - 0 1 6 3
work, 8 8 0 - 9 4 4 0 home.
RICE UNIVERSITY/VILLAGE. 1-1 in
small 8-unit complex across from Rice.
$ 3 1 5 plus bills. No pete. 5 2 3 - 0 6 8 8 .
FOR RENT. Garage apartment at West
University Place. 6 6 6 - 3 9 9 1 .
HOUSEMATE NEEDED to share a 4

bedroom house off ofStella Link. $ 2 0 0 /
mo. + 1 / 4 utilities. Available next semester. Call Brian or Eric at 4 3 2 - 0 2 4 3 .
CHEAP! F B I / U . S . S E I Z E D : *89
Mercedes...$200, ' 8 6 VW...$50, ' 8 7
Mercedes...$100, ' 6 5 Mustang...$50.
Choose from thousands startingat $ 2 5 .
Free informati on—24 hour hotline. 8 0 1 3 7 9 - 2 9 2 9 . Copyright #TX25KJC.
MATURE RICE STUDENT wanted to
live in remodeled garage apartment in
exchange for evening babysitting and
cooking; babysitting references and experience with infants required; apartmentavailable mid-Dec.; call 5 2 3 - 6 6 6 0 .
FANTASTIC 1 Bedroom, 1 Bath Condo
5 minutes to Rice. Glass from floor to
18* cathedral ceilings. Available 1 2 /
1 0 / 9 2 . $ 4 7 5 / mo. + utilities. 5 2 1 - 1 0 2 6 .

"Rattles are not the same as nipples.
While both are suckable, they are not
suckable in quite the same way."
—PSYC 101 text
"I've always wanted to fantasize and
experience all the Oedipal things
thereof."
—A somewhat notorious physics student at a PHYS 301 study session.
Sid sophomore to Brown junior: "Undulate, dammit!"

"If I were a female bison, I'd be really
attracted to you."
—One Wiessman to another
"Why did you say that? Tell me and
maybe I'll modify my conception of
the French language."
—Pierre Riviere, FREN 101
English major advice:
#1— Always take the gender questions.
#2— If you can't take a gender question, take a sex question.

Actual pickup/putdown lines:
• "You have a really nice ass. Can I
wear it as a hat sometime?"
• "Why, did your brains fall out when
they circumcised you?"
• "I need you to knead me."
Kids giving opinions on the recent
death of DC Comics'Superman (from
some trashy New Mexico newspaper):
"He needs abetter costume. It should
be black instead of red and blue. He
looks like a sissy. And he needs to
have better powers, like a fist with
blades that come out And above all,
this is the '90s— he needs a gun."
"I hate Superman. He's boring. I think
I'd like him to die."
"Academ professors are just a bunch
of narrow-minded guys who want to
get published."
—HUMAprof

"Bestiality is not as bad as incest"
Clearly you are as desperate as I am...
SNC thought of the season:
"When non-sequiters are outlawed,
the outlaws will boil their earmuffs."
Attention: Miss Maurie Mintz is now
officially (and voluntarily) the Source
Of All Evil in the universe. This notice cannot be countermanded. It has
appeared in print and is therefore
true.
To the rather earnest editorialist ofthe
Nov. 18 Wiess College Cabinet minutes.. . Do we need to hold a clinic for
damaged senses of sarcasm or something? You entirely missed the point.
"Get a grip" my ass.
On a completely separate note, just a
little reminder: Nice guys are doomed.
Have a Merry Christmas anyway.-JT
Joyeux Noel! Heh, heh, heh-EO

Erica ekes out a miserable living writing cheesy romance novelettes
(and John manfully poses for the paperback covers) Notes & Notices
Her thick lashes fluttered
above emerald eyes. Delicate perspiration beaded at her temples.
"Darling," she whispered, "I must
confess..."
Jonathan slid a tanned arm
around Marietta's slim waist,
pulled the fair maiden to his broad
chest, her ivory neck arched
back. "Say nothing, my sweet,"
he replied gently. "Let the enchantment of the evening sweep
all else away. Tonight you shall
be mine. Monday, you may go to
GALOR's end of the year study
break (Call Brad Smith at
6 3 0 - 8 5 0 7 or Ryan Wyatt at
5 2 8 - 5 7 6 5 for details)."
He tossed a shock of sandy
brown hair off his forehead and
pulled Marietta ever closer. "My
passion for you transcends
heaven and earth. My love is more
powerful than the thunder,
brighter than the sun, and deeper
than the national debt. I will make
you mine." He leaned forward,
parted his lips, and kissed her
passionately.
Marietta pulled away. "Oh
Jonathan. I can no longer maintain this facade! I have fallen in
love with another. A vegetarian."
His hold upon her body
dropped abruptly. The young
man gaped in horrop, "A member
of the vegetarian club?!" he
demanded.
"Darling, he offered me a

free meal at 6:00 p.m. Saturday in the Wiess Commons.
How could I refuse? He even
carved his telephone number in
a radish for me to keep close to
my heart. See? Here it is: 6308 8 9 4 for more information."
The scorned suitor gazed at
the treasured radish, his shock
and indignation faded into sorrow, and his strong body
crumpled and fell to the earth.
"My love for you, my dear
Marietta," he moaned, head buried in his hands, "inspires me to
live. I dream of none else butyou,
my angel. I cannot go on." The
once knightly man now sobbed
as he begged her for a second
try.
"I shall stop at nothing to win
back your love. I shall bring you
jewels, bouquets, poetry. I shall
sing beneath your chamber window as the birds twitter at dusk.
I shall escort you to doughnut
and coffee breaks by the
Lutheran Campus Ministry in
the Kyle Morrow Room Wed.
and Thurs., Dec. 9 and 10, at
9 p.m. I shall compose songs of
love and adoration for you, fair
Marietta..."
The maiden knelt beside
Jonathan and took his weeping
head into her lap, the tears darkening the soft green silk of her
gown. "Oh, Jonathan," Marietta
whispered, smoothing his

tousled locks. "I do not want lav- American Celebration" with 6 6 8 - 3 3 0 3 . As the pair rode off
ish gifts or grandiose expressions traditional carols, poetry, into the land, the sun sank and
of passion. I do not want you to drama, and dances Sat. Dec. painted the skies stunning golds
call Lara or Diane at 630- 12, 2:30 and 7 : 3 0 p.m., and and pinks. The final overture of
8 7 9 1 and wait on me or per- Sun., Dec. 15, at 1:00 and the soundtrack swelled, the credform for me at the Coffee- 5:00 p.m. in Stude Concert its rolled, and the curtain closed
house. I want only your veg- Hall. For info and tickets, call on the happy couple.
etables."
"Then vegetables you shall
have!" proclaimed the young
man. He leaped to his feet, caught
the reins of his trusty steed, and
jumped to the saddle. "I shall
bring you eggplant more violet
than the evening sky! Peppers
more green than the land of my
father's plantation! Tomatoes
more crimson than the blood I
shall donate at the Holiday
A)
small, personal classes (never more than 15 students).
Blood Drive Fri., Dec. 4 in
Farnsworth Pavillion sponB)
the most powerful test-taking techniques.
sored by the Houston Blood
C)
free extra-help with a real person, not a tape.
Center and Rice NROTC! I
D)
the highest average score improvement anywhere, +6
shall go and bring back these
points.
treasures for you!"
E)
All of the above.
"Oh darling," Marietta cooed,
"My hero..."
Jonathon extended a muscular arm down to the young woman
and swept her up to the saddle
beside him. He kicked the steed
Our course for the January GMAT begins December 5.
to a gallop and headed for the
Call The Princeton Review at 688-5500 for more information.
vegetable farm.
Overcome with new love and
THE
adoration, Marietta nestled her
PRINCETON,
head into Jonathan's chest, just
REVIEW
to the right of his tattoo that read:
We Score More!
Revels Houston presents "The
Christmas Revels, An Early
For the record. E T S anil Princeton U. are not affiliated with The Prineeton R e v i e w and the a n s w e r is E.

Q : How Will The
Prineeton Review
Help You With
Your GMAT?

Doesn't the GMAT
look easier already?

